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SUMMARY
Neutron stars (NSs) are excellent laboratories for superdense and cold nuclear
matter.

The density in the interior of NSs can be as high as several times the

saturation density, hence exotic matter like hyperons [1, 2], kaon or pion condensate
[3, 4], quarks [5] are supposed to be populated inside the core of NSs. Dark matter
(DM) [68] may also be captured inside NSs. The presence of exotic matter including
the DM softens the EoS and hence, reduces the maximum mass of NSs [9].

Since

the environment of NS interior cannot be reproduced in terrestrial laboratories, we
rely exclusively on NS observations.
important probes in this regard.

Masses and radii of NSs are the two most

This is because the mass-radius relationship and

the maximum allowed mass of a NS are the characteristics of a particular EoS.
Moreover, moment of inertia measurements of relativistic binary systems can be very
crucial for constraining the NS EoS. PSR J0737-3039A of the double pulsar system
is the most suitable candidate in this regard.

Since

I ∝ M R2

and mass of this

pulsar has been measured with high accuracy, the measurement of I by the Square
Kilometer Array (SKA) in future will allow a precise determination of its radius.
The tidal deformability also plays an important role in constraining the NS EoS.
This is because the tidal deformability depends on the mass and radius of NSs as

Λ ∝ (R/M )5

[10] and both mass and radius sensitively depend on the EoS. Knowing

the upper limit of the eective tidal deformability of the binary neutron star (BNS)
merger components from gravitational wave (GW) observations and a complementary
lower bound possibly provided by the electromagnetic analyses of these events, one
can constrain the NS EoS. We adopt a density dependent relativistic hadron (DDRH)
eld theory for the description of strongly interacting dense baryonic matter [11].
We also consider EoSs involving antikaon condensate and undergoing a rst-order
hadron-quark (HQ) phase transition [9].
matter EoSs involving

Next, we explore the impact of strange

Λ hyperons, Bose-Einstein condensate of K −

mesons and rst-

order HQ phase transition on the moment of inertia (I), quadrupole moment (Q) and
tidal deformability parameter of slowly rotating NSs.

It is noted that the relation

between moment of inertia and compactness shows almost universal behaviour except
for the EoSs with a rst-order HQ phase transition. The important ndings of this
investigation are the universal relations involving the I-Q and I-Love number relations,
which are preserved by the EoSs including

Λ

hyperons and antikaon condensate [12],

but violated in presence of a strong rst-order hadron-quark phase transition [9].
This violation of the universal relations can have observable consequences in the
gravitational wave (GW) analysis of binary neutron star (BNS) inspirals.

Next,

properties of NSs in GW170817 are studied using dierent EoSs involving nucleons,
hyperons and quarks resulting in

2M

Λ

NSs. The computations of tidal deformability

parameters predict that soft to moderately sti EoSs are allowed by the 50% and
90% credible regions obtained from the GW observation of BNS merger GW170817,
whereas the stiest hadron-quark EoS is ruled out. Moments of inertia, quadrupole
moments and radii of merger components of GW170817 are also computed.
noted that the value of I is similar to the text book value of

1045

g

cm2

It is

[13].

Apart from the eect of strange exotic matter on the NS EoS, the presence
of DM inside NSs can also modify the EoS and structure of NS [6]. We propose a
DM admixed density-dependent EoS where the fermionic DM interacts with nucleons
via the Higgs portal. The presence of DM can hardly inuence the distribution of
particles inside NS. Considering APR and DM modied DD2 EoS, we investigated
the cooling of NSs and compared our results with the observed astronomical cooling
data of three pulsars namely PSR B0656+14, Geminga and PSR B1055-52.

It is

found that for DM admixed DD2 EoS, the results with all chosen DM masses and
Fermi momenta agree well with the observational data except for lighter NSs and the
cooling becomes slightly faster as compared to normal NSs with increasing DM mass
and Fermi momenta [14].
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SYNOPSIS

Neutron stars are born in the aftermath of supernova explosions of gaint stars
with mass greater than 8 solar masses. Neutron stars have a mass of about 2M and
a radius of about 12 Km[1]. These are the most compact objects after black holes.
They are the excellent laboratories for superdense and cold nuclear matter. The
density in the interior of neutron stars can be as high as 10 times the saturation
density, hence exotic matter like hyperons[2, 3] , kaon or pion condensate[4, 5],
quarks[6] and possibly dark matter[7] are supposed to be populated inside the core
of neutron stars. The presence of exotic matter softens the equation of state and
hence, reduces the maximum mass of neutron stars[8]. The equation of state (EoS) of
the superdense matter is yet to be known and a challenging task. Any model of EoS
suggested should not only describe the matter at high densities but also reproduce
the properties of the matter observed at saturation density. There exist a wide
variety of theoretical models in the literature to describe the dense matter inside
1 | Page

neutron stars but only one model which satisfies all the observational constraints
will survive in the future.
Since the environment of neutron star interior cannot be reproduced in terrestrial
laboratories, we rely exclusively on neutron star observations. Masses and radii of
neutron stars are the two most important probes in this regard. This is because
the mass-radius relationship and the maximum allowed mass of a neutron star are
the characteristics of a particular equation of state. High precision measurements
of masses and radii of neutron stars can disqualify a particular theoretical equation
of state model if the mass-radius relationship doesn’t satisfy the observed values
of mass and radius. Usually theoretical models including exotic particles at high
densities inside the core give softer EoS which leads to a smaller maximum mass,
as compared to the models which do not take exotic particles into consideration.
The observed maximum mass for neutron stars can, therefore, limit the number of
equation of state models by disqualifying those which predict smaller maximum mass
than that of the observed. In the recent times, the maximum mass of a neutron star
kept on changing with the accurate mass measurements of 1.97+0.04
−0.04 M [9] for PSR
J1614-2230 in 2010, 2.01+0.04
−0.04 M [10] for PSR J0348+0432 subsequently in 2013 and
2.14+0.10
−0.09 M [11] for PSR J0740+6620 in 2019. PSR J0740+6620 is discovered using
shapiro delay measurements of this binary pulsar system. It is the most massive
neutron star observed to date and it places stringent constraint on the neutron star
equation of state. But 2.01+0.04
−0.04 M for PSR J0348+0432 is still the most accurately
measured mass of a 2M neutron star.
Moment of inertia measurements of relativistic binary systems can be very crucial for constraining the neutron star EoS. PSR J0737-3039A of the double pulsar
system is the most suitable candidate in this regard . Since I ∝ M R2 and mass
of this pulsar has been measured with high accuracy, measurement of I will allow

2 | Page

a precise determination of its radius. Moment of inertia of such an object is determined usually by measuring the spin-orbit coupling[12, 13], which contributes
to the motion of the pulsar system in two ways. On one hand it causes an extra
advancement in the periastron angle(ω) and on the other hand it induces a precession of the orbital plane around the direction of the total angular momentum of
the system. Since the total angular momentum is conserved and orbital angular
momentum dominates the spin angular momenta of the two pulsars, orbital angular momentum practically represents a fixed direction in space and spin precession
amplitudes remain substantial. According to Lattimer et al. (2005)[13] , moment
of inertia of PSR J0737-3039A could be measured within 10% accuracy with few
years of future observations and that could put stringent constraint on the neutron
star EOS. In near future, the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) is expected to determine the moment of inertia of J0737-3039A and in relativistic neutron star binaries
with even higher precision. Consequently, the moment of inertia measurement along
with accurately measured mass of pulsar A would determine the radius of pulsar A
accurately and hence put strong constraint on equation of sate.
Neutron stars are characterized not only by mass and radius but also by rotational speed through their moment of inertia and, how much deformation they can
undergo through their tidal deformability and quadrupole moment. Tidal deformability plays an important role in constraining the neutron star equation of state.
This is because tidal deformability depends on the mass and radius of neutron stars
as Λ ∝ (R/M )5 [14] and both mass and radius sensitively depend on equation of
state. Tidal deformability appears in the gravitational wave phase of binary neutron star (BNS) inspirals at the 5PN order[15]. Knowing the upper limit of effective
tidal deformability of the binary components from gravitational wave observations,
one can constrain the neutron star equation of state. Furthermore, it was shown

3 | Page

by Yagi and Yunes that moment of inertia, Love number and quadrupole moment
individually depend sensitively on neutron star’s internal structure and hence on the
unknown equation of state. But the relations between moment of inertia, Love number and quadrupole moment are independent of the neutron star’s internal structure
and hence independent of the equation of state[16]. These relations are called universal relations. If one observable is known, the other two can be estimated from
universal relations. Moreover, Love-Q relation can be used to remove degeneracy
between spin and quadrupole moment both of which occur at the 2 PN order[17, 18]
in the gravitational wave (GW) phase of the BNS inspiral. However, we found lack
of evidences in the literature regarding whether these universal relations will hold
good in presence of a strong first-order phase transition or not. That motivates us
to investigate the impact of first-order phase transition inside neutron star on the
universal relations.
Recently, the unprecedented joint detection of gravitational waves from a BNS
merger event GW170817 by LIGO and VIRGO detectors followed by the detection
of its transient counterparts across the electromagnetic spectrum opened the door of
multimessenger astrophysics[19, 20]. The detection of short gamma ray burst designated as GRB 170817A by Fermi and INTEGRAL at 1.7 seconds after GW signal
provided the first clinching evidence of the direct association of short gamma ray
bursts (GRBs) to neutron star mergers. The fate of the merger event can be closely
associated with the ejected material estimated from the analysis of electromagnetic
signal[21]. The existence of blue ejecta with modest electron fraction rules out the
prompt collapse to black hole and can be explained only if the collapse to black
hole is delayed by the formation of short lived hypermassive neutron stars (HMNS)
supported by differential rotation. The compact remnant spins down by the gravitational wave emission and redistribution of angular momentum takes place and finally
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might have collapsed to a black hole near the mass shedding limit of a uniformly
rotating neutron star. This conclusion about the fate of the merger remnant leads
to the upper bound on the maximum mass of non-rotating stars[22] and might put
further stringent constraint on the equation of state. Moreover, GW170817 event
is very important in constraining the neutron star equation of state as the GW
analysis of this event provided the upper bound on effective tidal deformability and
a complementary lower bound is provided by the electromagnetic analysis of this
event.
We adopt a density dependent relativistic hadron (DDRH) field theory for the
description of strongly interacting dense baryonic matter[23]. Baryon-baryon interaction in the DDRH model is mediated by exchanges of scalar σ meson, responsible
for strong attractive force, vector ω meson, responsible for strong repulsive force
and ρ mesons, responsible for neutron-proton asymmetry in the system. The EoSs
for the charge-neutral and beta-equilibrated matter made of nucleons, hyperons,
antikaon condensate and leptons is constructed in the DDRH field theory. Also
we consider two more equations of state undergoing first-order hadron-quark phase
transition. In one case, DDRH model is employed for hadronic matter above saturation density and this hadronic phase includes all hyperons plus ∆ resonance. A
non-local extension of Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model is adopted to describe the quark
phase made of u,d and s quarks[24]. The hadron-quark mixed phase is governed
by the Gibbs rules. This hadron-quark (HQ) EoS is denoted by HQ1 in our work.
In the other case, hadronic phase is composed of only nucleons and is described by
NL3 model where as the effective bag model including quark interaction is adopted
for the quark phase[25]. This hadron-quark EoS is called HQ2 hereafter.
We investigate the impact of strange matter equations of state involving Λ hyperons, Bose-Einstein condensate of K − mesons and first-order hadron-quark phase
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transition on moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and tidal deformability parameter of slowly rotating neutron stars. All these equations of state are compatible
with the 2Msolar constraint. The presence of strange exotic matter reduces the pressure and makes equation of state softer as compared to nuclear matter equation of
state. Moreover, it is found that moments of inertia corresponding to strange matter equations of state are lower as compared to nuclear matter equation of state for
higher neutron star masses. Also it is noted that the relation between moment of
inertia and compactness shows almost universal behaviour except for the equation
of state with a first-order hadron-quark phase transition. Furthermore, it is also
noted that the quadrupole moment decreases with mass and approaches the Kerr
value of a black hole for maximum mass neutron stars. The main findings of this
investigation are the universality of the I-Q and I-Love number relations, which are
preserved by the EoSs including Λ hyperons and antikaon condensates, but broken
in presence of a strong first-order hadron-quark phase transition[26]. This violation
of the universal relation can have observable consequences in the gravitational wave
analysis of BNS inspirals because in case of neutron stars with a strong first-order
hadron-quark phase transition, these relations can no longer be used to remove degeneracy between spin and quadrupole moment both of which occur at the 2PN
order in the gravitational wave phase of the binary inspiral[17, 18]. Using LoveQ relation, the averaged spin parameter χs of BNS inspiral can be measured with
high accuracy[16]. Hence the violation of universality will reduce the measurement
accuracy of spin parameter.
Next, properties of neutron stars in GW170817 are investigated using different
equations of state (EoSs) involving nucleons, Λ hyperons, quarks resulting in 2M
neutron stars as described above. This calculation is performed using the same EoS
for merger components and for low spin prior case. It is found from the computations
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of tidal deformability parameters that soft to moderately stiff equations of state
are allowed by the 50% and 90% credible regions obtained from the gravitational
wave observation of BNS merger GW170817, whereas the stiffest hadron-quark EoS
which lies above the upper 90% limit, is ruled out. A correlation among the tidal
deformabilities and masses is found to exist as already predicted. Furthermore,
moments of inertia and quadrupole moments of merger components of GW170817
are estimated. It is noted that the value of moment of inertia is similar to the text
book value of 1045 g cm2 [27].
Apart from the effect of strange exotic matter on the equation of state of neutron
stars, the presence of dark matter (DM) inside neutron stars can also modify the
equation of state and structure of neutron star[7]. The presence of self-annihilating
dark matter inside neutron star can heat the neutron star and affects its cooling
properties[28]. Non self-annihilating dark matter will only accumulate inside the
star and affect its stellar structure[29]. Motivated by some of the recent works on
dark matter admixed neutron stars (DMANSs), we propose a DM admixed densitydependent equation of state where the fermionic DM interacts with the nucleons via
Higgs portal. Presence of DM can hardly influence the particle distribution inside
neutron star (NS) but can significantly affect the structure as well as the EoS of
neutron stars. Introduction of DM inside neutron stars softens the equation of state
and hence mimics the effect of other exotica e.g., quark matter[29]. We explored the
effect of variation of DM mass and DM fermi momentum on the neutron star EOS.
Moreover, DM-Higgs coupling is constrained using dark matter direct detection
experiments. Next, we studied cooling of normal neutron stars using the APR and
DD2 EoSs and DMANSs using the dark-matter modified DD2 with varying DM mass
and fermi momentum. We have done our analysis by considering different neutron
stars masses. Also DM mass and DM fermi momentum are varied for fixed neutron
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star mass and DM-Higgs coupling. We calculated the variations of luminosity and
temperature of neutron star with time for all EoSs considered in our work and then
compared our calculations with the observed astronomical cooling data of three
pulsars namely PSR B0656+14, Geminga and PSR B1055-52. It is found that the
APR EoS agrees well with the pulsar data for lighter and medium mass neutron
stars but cooling is very fast for heavier neutron star. For DM admixed DD2 EoS,
we found that in case of medium and heavier mass neutron stars, all chosen DM
masses and fermi momenta agree well with the observational data but for lower mass
neutron stars, all DM fermi momenta and high DM masses barely agree with the
observations. Furthermore, only lower DM mass agrees with observations in case of
lighter neutron stars. Cooling becomes faster as compared to normal neutron stars
in case of increasing DM mass and fermi momenta. It is infered from the calculations
that if low mass super cold neutron stars are observed in future that may support
the fact that heavier WIMP can be present inside neutron stars[30].
In this thesis work, the effect of exotic matter involving hyperons, antikaon condensate and hadron-quark phase transitions on moment of inertia, tidal deformability and quadrupole moment of slowly rotating neutron stars is studied. It is found
that these three quantities individually are sensitive to the equation of state but the
relations between them are insensitive to the equation of state and hence show universal behaviour except in case of a strong first-order hadron-quark phase transition
where the universality is violated. Next we studied a set of different EoSs, including
exotic matter equations of state, in the light of first BNS merger event GW170817.
It is found that soft to moderately stiff equations of state are allowed. Moreover,
moments of inertia and quadrupole moments of BNS components are estimated.
Finally, we studied effect of one more exotic form of matter namely dark matter on
the equation of state of neutron stars and the consequential effect on the cooling
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of neutron stars. Cooling curves are fairly in agreement with observational cooling
data of pulsars and it is found that cooling becomes faster as compared to normal
neutron stars when the dark matter mass and fermi momentum increases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Neutron stars are the best known astrophysical laboratories for superdense cold
matter.

These stars are born as a result of gravitational collapse of massive stars

during type II supernova explosions. They are very compact with masses of the order
of 2M

and radii about 10-15 Km.

stars is

ρ . 104 g/cm3

The matter density at the surface of neutron

, but the density at the core could be several times the

saturated nuclear matter density.

At such high densities, dierent exotic froms of

matter like hyperons [1, 2, 15], meson condensates [3, 4], deconned quarks [5], color
superconducting strange quark matter [16, 17] are supposed to be present. Moreover,
dark matter can also be captured and accumulated inside neutron stars [68]. Despite
many proposed theoretical models, the exact nature and behaviour of the matter
present in the core is still unknown and is an open challenge. These compact stars are
rotating fast in order to conserve the angular momentum retained from the supernova
explosions. Because of rapid rotation and presence of charged particles, neutrons stars
have very strong magnetic elds (∼

1012 G).

Any successful model of the matter at

such extreme conditions should not only describe the superdense matter but also
reproduce the properties of matter observed at the saturation density.
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1.1 History of Neutron Stars
Compact stars were rst theoretically predicted as gigantic nuclei by Landau
in Zurich in February 1931 but the work was not published until February 1932 [18].
This work was coincidently published on 29th of February 1932 just a few days after
the publication of discovery of neutron in Nature on 27 February 1932 [19] which led
to the wrong association of Landau's paper with the discovery of the neutron. Landau
wrote in that paper that protons and electrons constituted atomic nuclei and did not
annihilate [20]. This statement supports the fact that his work was done even before
the discovery of neutron. The explicit prediction of neutron stars was done, nearly
two years after the discovery of the neutron, by Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky [21] at
Caltech in December 1933 while trying to explain the tremendous amount of energy
released in supernova explosions. They explained supernovae explosion as a transition
from ordinary stars to the stars which contain closely packed neutrons in their nal
stage and hence are given the name neutron stars. In the later works, they proposed
that such stars may have very small radius and can be extremely dense. Moreover,
it was proposed that the gravitational packing energy could be very large and can
exceed the ordinary nuclear matter packing fractions because neutrons can be packed
more eciently as compared to nuclei and electrons.

Consequently, neutron stars

could reperesent the most stable matter conguration [22]. Neutron stars were nally
discovered as radio pulsars on 28 November 1967 by Jocelyn Bell [23].

1.2 Type II Supernova and birth of Neutron Star
Neutron stars are born in the aftermath of supernova explosion of massive stars.
Stars with masses greater than eight solar masses evolve more rapidly than main
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sequence stars. The evolution of a massive star is a steady process which accelerates
towards higher temperature and density in the core. When the temperature in the
core of the star reaches to around

107

K , four hydrogen nuclei are fused into a

helium nucleus, releasing thermal energy that heats the stars's core and provides the
outward thermal pressure that supports the star against the gravitational collapse
in a process known as stellar or hydrostatic equilibrium.
it's lifetime nearly

107

The star spends most of

years in the hydrogen burning phase. The helium produced

gets accumulated in the core because the temperature in the core is not yet sucient
enough for the helium to fuse. When the hydrogen in the core gets exhausted the
core contracts and gets heated to a temperature high enough for the helium to fuse
to carbon. The star spends nearly

106

years in the helium burning phase. This cycle

is repeated at a steadily increasing pace through the stages burning carbon, oxygen
and silicon. The nal stage of silicon burning produces a core of iron from which no
further energy can be extracted through nuclear burning and the fusion stops in the
core. At this stage, the star has an onionlike structure with the iron core embedded in
a mantle of silicon, sulphur, oxygen, neon, carbon and helium and nally surrounded
by attenuated envelope of hydrogen. In the surrounding shells of Si, O, C, He and
H overlaying the central core, the nuclear burning continues and it adds to the mass
of the iron core as shown in Fig.(1.1). The gravitational pull compresses the star to
a very high density so that the electrons become relativistic. The kinetic energy of
relativistic electrons increases to the extent that the capture of electrons by protons
and nuclei i.e. the inverse beta decay takes place and hence the supporting electron
pressure is reduced and falls below the point at which any further increase in mass
of the core is supported against the gravity. At this stage, the core has attained its
maximum mass (between 1.2M

and 1.5

M

) [24] called the Chandrasekhar limit.

The core rapidly undergoes an implosion in less than a second.

Large number of

energetic neutrinos are produced in the core due to neutronization of the core through
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the inverse beta decay during the collapse.

The interaction cross-section of highly

energetic neutrinos and nuclei becomes dominant at very high density

∼ 1012

3
g/cm

so that the neutrinos are trapped in the imploding core. As the density increases to
a very high value due to further compression, the Fermi energy of the thermalised
neutrinos and electrons increases and any further gravitational contraction of the core
is resisted by their pressure along with the short-range repulsion of nucleon-nucleon
interaction because the iron core is converted into nuclear matter. At this stage, the
infalling material is rebounded from the highly stiened core and as a result a shock
wave originates within the core interior travelling outwards and dissipating energy
due to the photodisintegration of the nuclei coming in its path. The shock wave stalls
after traveling a few hundred kilometers [25].
is of the order of

1053

The energy released in the process

ergs [21]. A small fraction less than one percent of the huge

gravitational binding energy is transported to the stalled shock through a complicated
interplay of neutrino heating and convection which is yet to be understood [25]. This
explosion energy is responsible for the ejection of all materials except the core of the
progenitor star in a type II supernova explosion [21]. The suciently hot compact
object called protoneutron star having a temperature of a few tens of MeV is cooled
to an MeV or so in an interval of a few seconds by the loss of traped neutrinos [26]
and the core acquires an equilibrium composition of neutrons, protons, leptons and
possibly hyperons and quraks. Thus a neutron star is born with a radius of about 10
kilometers and the average density is nearly

1014

times greater than that of the earth.

The newly born neutron star continuously cools for millions of years by the diusion
of photons to the star surface and their subsequent radiation into space.
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Figure 1.1: Onion-like structure of a massive star prior to core collapse supernova [27]

1.3 Neutron Star Cooling
The cooling of neutron stars sensitively depends on the state of superdense
matter in the interior which mainly controls the neutrino emission and also on
the structure of the outer layers where photon emission is controlled.

The cooling

simulations can provide important information about the various physical processes
taking place in the interior of neutron stars when confronted with observations in
dierent regions of electromagnetic spectrum like soft X-ray, extreme UV, UV and
optical observations of the thermal photon ux emitted from the surface. For newly
born hot neutron stars, neutrino emission is the predominant mechanism of cooling
with an initial time-scale of few seconds. The neutrino cooling continues to dominate
for at least initial thousand years or even longer for the slow cooling scenarios.
Neutrino emission is overtaken by the photon emission after the internal temperature
has dropped suciently.

Theoretical cooling calculations can serve as one of the

principal windows for unveiling the properties of superdense nuclear matter and the
structure of neutron star because of the sensitive dependence of cooling on the adopted
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nuclear equation of state (EoS), the neutron star mass, magnetic eld strength,
superuidity, meson condensates, and the possible presence of color-superconducting
quark matter [28, 29].

Moreover, the information about the temperature-sensitive

properties such as transport coecients, crust solidication, and internal pulsar
heating mechanisms can be obtained from the thermal evolution of neutron stars [30].

Neutron star in Cassiopi A supernova remnant is very important in understanding the cooling mechanism of neutron stars. It is the youngest known thermally
emitting isolated neutron star in our galaxy. Also, it is the rst neutron star for which
cooling has been observed directly. It is among very few isolated neutron stars whose
age and surface temperatures are very well determined and hence is important in
understanding the thermal evolution and interior properties of neutron stars. Nearly
20 years of monitoring of this neutron star, since it was discovered by Chandra Xray Observatory in 1999, has shown that there is a decrease in it's temperature by
2-3% per decade. This cooling rate is signicantly faster than that can be explained
by standard neutron star cooling theories. This provides a strong evidence for the
existence of superuidity in neutron star cores [3133]. Once the temperature is below
the critical temperature of superuid transition, neutron superuidity and proton
superconductivity opens a new channel for neutrino emission by continuous breaking
and formation of cooper pairs. Hence the cooling of the neutron star is enhanced. This
rapid cooling is expected to continue for several more decades. In future, Chandra
observations will be more reliable and temperature measurements of this neutron star
will be more accurate. Hence, the results will put stringent constraints on the neutron
star equation of state [33].
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Structure and Composition of Neutron Stars
It has been observed in November 2009 by Chandra X-ray Observatory, that

the atmosphere of neutron stars contains a thin veil of carbon.

Also, it has been

calculated that the carbon atmosphere is only 4 inches thick [34].

This is because

of compression due to extremely large surface gravity of neutron stars which is 100
billion times stronger than on earth. This carbon is formed here from a combination
of material that falls back after the supernova explosion and from nuclear reactions
taking place on the hot neutron star surface converting hydrogen and Helium into
Carbon.

Internal structure of a neutron star can be described as consisting of outer crust,
inner crust, outer core and inner core as shown in Fig.(1.2). Each of the regions will
be briey described here:

Outer Crust:

The outer crust consists of a lattice of neutron-rich nuclei

immersed in a uniform gas of electrons. As we move towards the center of neutron star,
the increasing pressure due to increase in overlaying matter favors the neutronization
(which happened during supernova stage) and consequently increasing the neutron
density in the nuclei.

Thus the outer crust contains nuclei of dierent neutron-to-

proton ratio.

Inner Crust: As we continue to move inwards, the density continues to increase
until it reaches the neutron drip density (∼

4.3 × 1011 g/cm3 )

at which neutrons drip

out of nuclei and we have a region of free neutrons and electrons and nuclei.

The

nuclei are in equilibrium with free neutrons. The density of free neutrons increases as
we move towards the boundary of outer core where density is nearly

1014 g/cm3 ) and mostly free neutrons exist here.

0.5ρ0 (ρ0 ∼ 2.7 ×

The inner crust contains hierarchy of

phases of nuclei called the nuclear pasta phases. Also, since the interior temperatures
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of neutron stars are very small compared to Fermi energy of neutrons, neutrons may
form cooper pairs and hence superuid at critical temperature of about

109 − 1010

K.

The necessary ingredient for the formation of cooper pairs is a long range attractive
interaction between neutrons. At the densities relevant for inner crust, neutrons are
supposed to form

S01

bound states.

Since the neutrons are superuid, any angular

momentum will be carried by the array of quantised vortices.

These vortices can

pin to the nuclear lattice because of the coherence length being comparable to the
size of nuclei. This prevents the neutron superuid from spinning down and hence
it stores angular momentum which can be released catastrophically giving rise to a
pulsar glitch [35].

Outer Core: The outer core which occupies the density range

0.5ρ0 . ρ . 2ρ0

is supposed to contain proton and neutron superuids, electrons and muons. Here
is the saturated nuclear matter density. At these densities, neutrons pair in
states and low density protons are supposed to pair in

S01 bound states.

P23

ρ0

bound

Protons being

charged particles form a proton superconductor. Neutron superuid vortices in the
core may get pinned to the proton ux tubes. This pinning is strongest in the region
where vortex lines are perpendicular to the ux tubes [36] .

Inner Core: The composition of inner core where density

ρ > 2ρ0

is unknown.

Heavy exotic particles may be present at such high density like hyperons, meson
condensates, deconned quarks and possibly superconducting strange quark matter.
The density at the center may be several times the saturation density.

There can

be highly variable crystalline structure of hadron-quark mixed phase at such high
densities and pulsar glitches may have some connection to this crystalline structure
in the inner core of neutron stars [37, 38].

The interior crystalline structure of the

mixed phase separated from the crustal solid by a nuclear liquid oers interesting
possibilities for interaction when a glitch originates in one of them and also in the
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postglitch recovery [2]. These matters are yet to be investigated .

Figure 1.2: Cross section showing expected structure and composition of a neutron
star [39]
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1.5 Observational Constraints on Neutron Stars
Pulsar, a stellar pulsating source of electromagnetic radiation mainly radio
waves, is a strongly magnetised rotating neutron star. Neutron stars are extremely
dense and have short regular rotational periods born as a result of collapse of a massive
star during supernova explosion. Neutron stars being extremely reduced in size and
hence highly compact objects have highly reduced moment of inertia.

Rotational

period of these stars become very small (from milliseconds to few seconds) in order
to conserve the angular momentum retained after the supernova explosion.

There

is a misalignment between the rotational axis and the magnetic axis of this rapidly
rotating star. Two radiation cones are emitted from polar caps along the magentic
axis. The beam can be seen once every rotation when it hits the line of sight and
pulsed nature of radiation is observed.

In case of rotation-powered pulsars where

rotational energy is responsible for radiation, an electric eld is produced due to
rotational movement of highly strong magnetic eld which accelerates the protons
and electrons on the surface resulting in the creation of radiation beam emitted along
the poles of magnetic axis.

Due to the emission of electromagnetic radiation, the

rotational speed of pulsar slows down with time until the the rotation becomes slow
enough to turn o the radiation mechanism. However, it is worth mentioning that
the theoretical explanation of radiation mechnaism of pulsars is still in its infancy.
Radio observation of pulsars are crucial for constraining the neutron star equation of
state which will be discussed in detail hereafter.

Since it is not possible to reproduce the environment of neutron star interior
in terrestrial laboratories, we are exclusively dependent on neutron star observations.
In this regard, the two most important probes are the masses and radii of neutron
stars.

This is because the mass-radius relationship and the maximum allowed

mass of a neutron star are the characteristics of a particular equation of state.
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particular theoretical equation of state model can be disqualied by high precision
measurements of masses of neutron stars if the maximum allowed mass is inconsistent
with the observed masses.

Usually theoretical models including exotic particles at

high densities inside the core result in softer EoS which leads to a smaller maximum
mass, as compared to the models which do not take exotic particles into consideration.
The observed maximum mass for neutron stars can, therefore, limit the number of
equation of state models by disqualifying those which predict smaller maximum mass
than that of the observed. In the recent times, the maximum mass of a neutron star
kept on changing with the accurate mass measurements of
J1614-2230 in 2010,

2.14+0.10
−0.09 M

2.01+0.04
−0.04 M

1.97+0.04
−0.04 M

[40] for PSR

[41] for PSR J0348+0432 subsequently in 2013 and

[42] for PSR J0740+6620 in 2019. PSR J0740+6620 is discovered using

Shapiro delay measurements of this binary pulsar system.

It is the most massive

neutron star observed to date and it places stringent constraint on the neutron star
equation of state. But
measured mass of a

2.01+0.04
−0.04 M

2M

for PSR J0348+0432 is still the most accurately

neutron star.

Moment of inertia (I) measurements of relativistic binary systems are very
crucial for constraining the neutron star EoS. The most suitable candidate in this
regard is PSR J0737-3039A in this double pulsar system. Since

I ∝ M R2

and mass

of this pulsar has been measured with high accuracy, measurement of I will allow
a precise determination of its radius.

Moment of inertia of such an object can be

determined usually by measuring the spin-orbit coupling [43, 44], which contributes
to the motion of the pulsar system in two ways.

On one hand, it causes an extra

advancement in the periastron angle(ω ) and on the other hand, it induces a precession
of the orbital plane around the direction of the total angular momentum of the system.
Since the total angular momentum is conserved and orbital angular momentum
dominates the spin angular momenta of the two pulsars, orbital angular momentum
practically represents a xed direction in space and spin precession amplitudes remain
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substantial.

According to Lattimer et al.

J0737-3039A could be measured within

(2005) [44] , moment of inertia of PSR

10%

accuracy with few years of future

observations and that could put stringent constraint on the neutron star EoS. In
near future, the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) is expected to determine the moment
of inertia of J0737-3039A and in relativistic neutron star binaries with even higher
precision. Consequently, the moment of inertia measurement along with accurately
measured mass of pulsar A would determine the radius of pulsar A accurately and
hence put strong constraint on equation of sate.

Radius estimation of neutron stars have been done using several models of the
X-ray emission from quiescent neutron stars [45], from accretion-powered millisecond
pulsars [46] and from neutron stars during thermonuclear X-ray bursts [47].
inferred radii typically range from

10km

to

14km

The

and is consistent with most

theoretical predictions. However, there can be signicant systematic errors in these
estimates, because a model providing a formally good t to the data can still yield a
credible interval for the radius that can strongly exclude the true value [48].

In contrast,

observation and subsequent analyses of the soft X-ray pulse

waveforms using the Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) are
expected to be less susceptible to systematic errors. Analyses of synthetic waveforms
was carried out before the launch of NICER. It was shown that despite using model
assumptions which are dierent from the true situation (e.g., dierent emission or
beaming patterns, dierent spectra, or dierent surface temperature distributions)
there is no signicant bias in the parameter estimates, provided the t was formally
good [49].

Also, simple pulse waveform models have been t previously to the

soft X-ray waveforms of rotation-powered pulsars observed using ROSAT, Extreme
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) [50] and XMM-Newton [51].

These ts provide

estimates for the radii of these pulsars that were consistent with the expected range
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of neutron-star radii, but the number of counts available was too small to obtain tight
constraints.

Recently, NICER provided the estimates of the mass and radius of the isolated
205.53 Hz millisecond pulsar obtained using a Bayesian inference approach to analyze
it's energy-dependent thermal X-ray waveform.

This approach is thought to be

less subject to systematic errors than other approaches for estimating neutron star
radii. A variety of emission patterns on the stellar surface are explored. The best-t
model has three oval, uniform-temperature emitting spots and provides an excellent
description of the pulse waveform observed using NICER. The radius and mass
estimates given by this model are

+0.15
R = 13.02+1.24
1.06 km and M = 1.440.14 M (68%) [52].

These measurements of R and M for PSR J0030+0451 will improve the astrophysical
constraints on the EoS of cold, catalyzed nuclear matter above saturation density.

Another group also reported the mass and radius of PSR J0030+0451 using
Bayesian parameter estimation which is conditional on pulse-prole modeling of
NICER X-ray spectral-timing event data.

1.34+0.15
−0.16 M (68%)

and

12.71+1.14
−1.19 km

The inferred mass and radius are

[53], respectively.

In this work, relativistic

ray-tracing of thermal hot spots of pulsar's surface is performed and two distinct
hot regions are assumed based on noticing two clear pulsed components in the
phase-folded pulse-prole data.

From the set of dierent models considered, the

evidence strongly favors a conguration wherein both hot spots are in the same
rotational hemisphere with one hot spot being small whileas the other an azimuthally
extended narrow crescent. This implies oset dipolar and multipolar magnetic eld
structure.

It can have major implications on pulsar emission mechanism and can

completely change the way pulsar works.

The mass and radius estimates of PSR

J0030+0451 provided by both groups are consistent with previous neutron star mass
measurements, with tidal deformability of neutron stars in GW170817 and with
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nuclear physics considerations.

1.6 Gravitational Waves and Neutron Star Binaries
Gravitational waves are the disturbances created in the spacetime curvature
by the accelerated masses that propagate outwards from the source of disturbance
at nearly the speed of light.

These are like ripples in the spacetime which are

constantly passing through earth. These waves emitted from the sources at extremely
large distances have a miniscule eect on earth and hence extremely sophisticated
and sensitive detectors are required to detect them.

In 1893 , Oliver Heaviside

discussed for the rst time the possibility of gravitational waves by considering the
analogy between the inverse-square law in gravitation and electromagnetism [54].
Later Henri Poincaré suggested in 1905 an analogy between the electromagnetic
radiation radiated by an accelerated charge and the gravitational radiation radiated
by accelerated masses in a relativistic eld theory of gravity [55].

Albert Einstein

subsequently predicted the gravitational waves in 1916 based on his general theory
of relativity.

The discovery of Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar in 1974 oered the rst

indirect evdence of gravitational wave existence which fetched the Nobel Prize to
the duo [56]. Gravitational waves were rst directly observed on 14 September 2015
by the Advanced LIGO detectors and the waves originated from merging of a pair
of binary black holes [57].

The detection was announced by the LIGO and Virgo

Scientic Collaboration On 11 February 2016. Two more detections were conrmed
after the rst detection was announced. Moreover a fourth gravitational wave event
of binary black hole merger was observed on August 2017 and also an unprecedented
joint detection of binary neutron star merger named as GW170817 in gravitational
waves and electromagnetic signal was done on 08 August 2017 [58] (see Fig.1.3) which
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opened the era of multimessenger astronomy.

From the observations of rst observed neutron star binary discovered by Hulse
and Taylor, it was found that the orbit was losing energy due to the gravitational
wave emission and the rst indirect evidence of gravitational waves was achieved [59].
The orbit of a binary neutron star system shrinks with time and gravitational wave
emission is enhanced which leads to acceleration of the inspiral.

The gravitational

waves thus emitted were predicted to be detected by the ground based detectors in the
late stages of the inspiral [60]. For such systems, the form of the gravitational wave
signal is an accurately calculated chirp signal.

The frequency of the signal sweeps

the detectors' sensitive bandwith which lies in the range 10-1000Hz typically.

The

rate of occurance of such inspiral events is estimated to be in the range 3 to 100 per
year in case of signals detectable at about 100 Mpc by the Advanced LIGO. It is
worth mentioning that apart from determining the parameters such as masses and
spins of the binary inspiralling system from the analyses of these waves, several other
cosmological and astrophysical parameters can be possibly determined.

Measuring

cosmological distances, probing the nonlinear regime of general relativity and testing
alternative theories of gravity are some achievable milestones worth mentioning here.

Gravitational wave signals from late stages of the binary neutron star inspiral
are more important for probing the superdense matter in the interior of neutron star.
When the orbital separation of the binary becomes comparable to the size of the
binary components, each of the components starts tidally disrupting the companion.
Each of the components develops mass-quadrupole moment due to the tidal eld
of the companion and the coalescence is accelerated.

How much a neutron star is

deformed by the tidal eld of companion is determined by a parameter known as
tidal deformability or tidal polarizability which is only dependent on the equation of
state of superdense matter inside neutron star. Tidal eects in binary neutron star
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inspiral become increasingly important as the frequency increases over time and can
aect the phase of the gravitational wave. Analysis of the gravitational wave signal
using some standard binary neutron star waveform models can be used to constrain
the tidal deformability of neutron stars. Since the tidal deformability is sensitive to
equation of state of neutron star, upper limit on tidal deformability constrains the
neutron star equation of state [58, 61].

Figure 1.3:

Frequency-time detection plot of GW170817 [58]
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1.7 Universality in Neutron Stars
Apart from the mass, radius and moment of inertia, neutron stars are also
characterised by the macroscopic parameters like tidal deformability and quadrupole
moment. Each of these quantities is sensitive to the neutron star's internal structure.
Yagi and Yunes were the rst to nd the universal relations between the moment
of inertia, Love number and quadrupole moment that are independent of neutron
star's internal structure [62].

B. Haskell et al.

later showed that these relations

remain nearly universal in case of purely poloidal and purely toroidal magnetic
eld congurations and dierent eld congurations lead to dierent I-Q relations.
Furthermore, they showed that in case of twisted torus magnetic eld, I-Q relation
depends sensitively on the equation of state and I-Love-Q universality is lost in case
of long spin periods i.e.

P & 10

sec and strong magnetic elds i.e.

B & 1012

G [63].

Another group later showed that I-Love-Q relations lose universality for rotating
speeds faster than few hundreds Hz [64].

It was claimed by George Pappas et al.

that this type of universal behaviour can promote neutron stars to most promising
candidates (next to black holes) for testing theories of gravity [65]. Y. H. Sham et al.
found that these universal relations in Eddington-inspired Born-Infeld (EiBI) gravity
were essentially the same as in GR and hence showed that there exists at least one
modied gravity theory that is indistinguishable from GR in view of these universal
relations [66].

P. Pani and Berti proved that I-Love-Q relations in scalar-tensor

theories coincide with generalised relativistic ones, so these parameters can not be
used to discriminate between scalar-tensor theories and general relativity [67]. I-LoveQ relations were shown to be satised for hybrid stars [68] and in case of protoneutron
stars also after the smoothening out of the entropy gradients [69].

Moreover, Yagi

and Yunes studied the eect of pressure anisotropy on universal relations and showed
that anisotropy aects the universal relations only weakly [70]. Furthermore, P. Pani
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showed that I-Love-Q relations for gravastars are dramatically dierent from those
of ordinary compact stars but the approach to black hole limit is continuous and
non-polynomial and as a result such relations can be used to discern a gravastar from
an ordinary compact star [71, 72].

To explain universality, Yagi and Yunes have given two possible reasons: (i)
these relations depend mostly on internal structure far from core where all realistic
equations of state approach each other.; (ii) as the compactness increases I-Love-Q
relations approach that of black hole which doesn't have internal structure dependence
[73]. Later they, phenomenologically, suggest that universality arises as an emergent
approximate symmetry stating that as one ows in stellar structure phase space
from noncompact star region to relativistic star region (see Fig.1.4), the eccentricity
variation inside stars decreases , leading to self-similarity in their isodensity contours
which nally lead to universal behaviour in exterior multipole moments [74]. Later it
was shown that I-Love-Q relations of incompressible stars can well approximate those
of relativistic compact stars and universality can be attributed to incompressible limit
of I-Love-Q relations [75]. They also showed that I-Love-Q relation of incompressible
stars was stationary with respect to changes in EoS about the incompressible limit and
hence universality can be attributed to proximity of compact stars to incompressible
stars [76].
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the stellar phase space wherein compact stars live in
bottom-right corner of this space whileas non-compact stars live in top-left corner [74].

1.8 Applications of I-Love-Q Universal Relations
These relations can immediately be applied to observational astrophysics,
Gravitational Waves and fundamental physics.

In the observational case,

the

measurement of any one member of the I-Love-Q trio will provide information about
the other two members even if the later two are not easily accessible from an
observational point of view.

In case of GW physics, I-Love-Q relation can break degeneracy between NS spins
and quadrupole moment for a given suciently large SNR detection of NS binary
inspiral. The rst spin-orbit coupling contribution enters in the phase of waveform
at 1.5 PN . One can extract this phase term for a large SNR detection and measure
a certain combination of individual spins.

However, in order to extract both spins

one needs to measure also the spin-spin correction to the waveform which enters at 2
PN order [77]. At 2 PN order quadrupole moment also modies the waveform phase
which leads to

100%

degeneracy between Q(rotational) and individual spins [78].
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Q-Love relation can be used to break this degeneracy as Q can be written as a
function of Love number which enters at 5 PN order in the waveform phase [79].
To extract Love number, second generation ground based detectors could be used.
Such a measurement of Love number along with Q-Love relation can determine NS
quadrupole moment.

This allows for the measurement of the averaged spin

χs =

χ1 +χ2
.
2

In case of fundamental physics, the independent measurement of any two
members of the I-Love-Q trio would allow for model independent and EoS independent
tests of GR. One can also constrain modied gravity theories by requiring that I-LoveQ curves in these theories pass through measurement error box of these quantities.

1.9 My Thesis
This thesis is organised in the following way.

In chapter 2, unied and non-

unied EoS models are discussed in details and dierent equations of state are
obtained including the ones containing exotic matter like hyperons, kaon condensate
within the framework of RMF models with and without density dependent couplings.
Deconned quarks are described by the eective bag model and the non-local
extension of Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model.

Universal relations between moment of

inertia, love number (or tidal deformability) and quadrupole moment and their
violation under a strong rst-order hadron-quark phase transition are discussed in
chapter 3.

In chapter 4, properties like radius, moment of inertia and quadrupole

moment of the merger components of the binary neutron star merger event GW170817
are estimated and also the equation of state of neutron star is constrained using
the upper limit of eective tidal deformability obtained from the GW analysis of
GW170817.

Chapter 5, discusses the eect of non self-annihilating fermionic dark
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matter on the equation of state of neutron star and its consequence on cooling of
neutron stars is discussed. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Equation of State Models

2.1 Introduction
Interior structure of a neutron star can be divided into outer crust, inner crust,
outer core and inner core. As the density ranges of these regions are dierent, several
models relevant for each of the regions have been proposed. Dierent regions have
dierent degrees of freedom as described in Chapter 1.

We consider two types of

EoS models namely, unied and non-unied. In the unied case, the same nucleonnucleon interaction of RMF models is adopted both in low- and high-density matter.
In the case of non-unied model, the RMF models that are employed to describe the
EoS of matter in the core, are matched with the EoS of the outer and inner crust.
A model developed by Baym, Pethick and Sutherland (BPS) [80] is adopted for low
density part (ρ
(1.7

. 1.7 × 1012 g/cm3 )

of the crust whereas for the high density part

× 1012 g/cm3 . ρ . 1.35 × 1014 g/cm3 )

model [81] is used.
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For unied EoS model, an extended version of nuclear statistical equilibrium
(NSE) model [82] is utilised for the matter composed of light and heavy nuclei, and
unbound nucleons at low temperatures and sub-saturation density. Nucleon-nucleon
interaction for unbound nucleons is described by RMF models which also describe
the matter at higher densities. Several dierent parameterizations of RMF models
like DD2 [83], DDME2 [84], NL3 [85], SFHo [86], SFHx [87], TM1 [88], TMA [89]
are exploited for nuclear matter EoS. We also employ an extended version of DD2
RMF model developed by Banik, Hempel, Bandyopadhyay (BHB) which includes
hyperons and this model is known as BHBΛφ [11].

Λ

We describe above mentioned

models in the following sections.

2.2 Equation of State of Crust for Non-unied Models
The outer crust is composed of nuclei and electrons and extends from density

∼ 104

g/cm

3

to neutron drip density

∼ 4.3 × 1011

3
g/cm .

Baym, Pethick and

Sutherland extensively studied and calculated the EoS for the above mentioned
density range [80]. The BPS model will be discussed here for determining the sequence
of equilibrium nuclei and calculating the equation of state.

In the ground state of

matter, nuclei are arranged in a lattice in order to minimize the coulomb interaction
energy. In this model Wigner-Seitz approximation is adopted. Every lattice volume is
represented by a spherical cell containing one nucleus at its center. Each cell is charge
neutral containing Z number of electrons where Z is the nuclear charge. The Coulomb
interaction is neglected between cells. In order to nd the equilibrium nucleus (A, Z)
for a given pressure P , one should minimize the Gibbs free energy per nucleon with
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respect to A and Z. The total energy density can be expressed as

Etot = nN (WN + WL ) + e (ne ).

where

WN

(2.1)

is the energy of the nucleus including the rest mass energy of the nucleons

and is explicitly given as

WN = mn (A − Z) + mp Z − bA,

with b as the binding energy per nucleon.

(2.2)

From the atomic mass table compiled

by Audi, Wapstra and Thibault (2003), one can obtain the experimental nuclear
masses [90]. Also the theoretical extrapolation of Moller et al (1995) can be used for
the rest of the nuclei [91]. The lattice energy of the cell is given by

9 Z 2 e2
WL = −
10 rC
Here

rC

repesents the cell radius and

nuclear radius. The rst term in

5
1−
9



rN ' r0 A1/3

WL

rN
rc

2 !

(where

(2.3)

r0 ' 1.16 fm) represents the

denotes the lattice energy for point nuclei and

the second term denotes the correction due to the nite size of the nucleus (uniform
proton charge distribution is assumed in the nucleus).

Furthermore

e

denotes the

electron energy density and P is the total pressure given by

1
P = Pe + WL nL
3
The baryon number density

nb

and nuclei number density

nb = AnN .
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nN

are related as

(2.5)
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and the charge neutrality condition requires

ne = ZnN .

(2.6)

Gibbs free energy per nucleon is minimized by varying A and Z at xed pressure
P and is given as

g=

Etot + P
WN + 4/3WL + Zµe
=
nb
A

(2.7)

A sequence of equilibrium nuclei is obtained by minimizing the Gibbs free energy
per nucleon.

It is found that as the density increases,

energetically favourable.

56

Fe

nucleus is no longer

The nuclei become neutron rich with increasing density

because of the electron capture process. When the Gibbs free energy of

118

Kr becomes

equal to the neutron mass, neutrons drip out of nuclei and this marks the end of outer
crust.

The inner crust (4.3

× 1011 g/cm3 . ρ . 2.7 × 1014 g/cm3 )

of neutron star

contains neutron rich nuclei immersed in a gas of neutrons along with a uniform
background of electrons.

A consistent and unied description was established by

several groups for the nuclear matter inside neutron rich nuclei and neutron gas
outside them using a single expression for the energy density as a function of neutron
and proton densities and of their gradients [92, 93].

To calculate the ground state

of inner crust, Neggele and Vautherin [81] made the most ambitious early attempt
using Hatree-Fock calculations with eective nucleon-nucleon interaction.

In order

to minimize the Coulomb interaction, nuclei in the inner crust form a body centered
cubic lattice approximated by Wigner-Seitz cell.

Interaction between the cells is

neglected and electrical neutrality is maintained in each cell. Each unit cell contains
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N neutrons and Z protons and the nuclear eective Hamiltonian is given by

HNef f

=

A
X
j=i

where

tj

A
1 X
ef f
tj +
vjk
2 j,k=1,j6=k

is the kinetic energy operator of j-th nucleon and

(2.8)

ef f
vjk

is an operator for the

eective two-body interaction between the jk nucleon pair. Usually,

ef f
vjk

contains a

component which represents an eective two-body interaction of the three-body forces
and is important in dense nucleon medium. Eective nuclear Hamiltonian

HNef f

has

to reproduce the relevant properties of the ground state of the many-nucleon system,
particularly the ground state energy

ef f
Hcell
= HNef f + VCoul + He ,

where

E0 .

Vcoul

The complete Hamiltonian of a unit cell is
and

He

correspond to Coulomb interaction

between charged constituents of matter (protons and electrons), and that of a uniform
electron gas, respectively.
minimizing

Ecell (N, Z)

The absolute ground state conguration is found by

at xed

A = N + Z.

The neutron drip point corresponds to

the threshold density, at which neutron Fermi level becomes unbound. Protons do not
drip out of nuclei even at highest densities considered. As the matter density increases,
the neutron gas density outside nuclei increases, and the density of protons within
nuclei decreases. The prediction of strong shell eects for proton was one of the most
interesting results of Negele and Vautherin [94]. This can be visualised by persistence
of

Z = 40

Z = 50

3 × 1012 g/cm3

, and

3 × 1012 g/cm3 . ρ . 3 × 1013 g/cm3 .

It is

(closed proton subshell) from neutron drip to about

(closed major proton shell) for

important to note that when nuclei are immersed in a neutron gas, the co-existing
high density phase inside nucleus and low density phase outside it should be treated
in a thermodynamically consistent manner. Also, the surface energy of the interface
between the two phases should be determined with good accuracy. It was later shown
by Bonche, Levit and Vautherin [9597] that this problem can be solved by using the
subtraction procedure wherein the nuclei are realised after subtraction of neutron gas
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from the cell.

2.3 Equation of State of Crust for Unied Models
We adopt the extended NSE model [82] developed by Hempel and SchanerBielich (HS) to describe the matter containing light and heavy nuclei along with
unbound nucleons at low temperatures and sub-saturation densities. Heavy nuclear
clusters co-existing with nucleons in this low density region is known as non-uniform or
inhomogeneous nuclear matter. In the HS model, nuclei are treated as non-relativistic
particles applying Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics along with medium corrections such
as internal excitations or Coulomb screening. The masses of nuclei are taken from
experimental data and from nuclear structure calculations.

In order to ensure the

dissolution of heavy nuclei to uniform matter at high densities, excluded volume
eects are taken into account. Nucleon-nucleon interaction for unbound nucleons are
described by the RMF model with the same parameterization as used for the high
density core.

We calculate the pressure and energy density from the total canonical partition
function given by

Z(T, V, {Ni }) = Znuc

Y

ZA,Z ZCoul ,

(2.9)

A,Z

where V denotes the volume of the system.

Helmholtz free energy can be written using the partition function as

F (T, V, {Ni }) = −T lnZ = Fnuc +

X
A,Z
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where

Fnuc , FCoul ,

and

FA,Z

denote the free energies of nucleons, the Coulomb free

energy, and the free energy of the nucleus represented by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution [82].

Once the excluded volume eects are implemented in a thermodynamically
consistent manner [82], the number density of the nuclei will be given by


nA,Z = κgA,Z (T )
×exp

where

κ

MA,Z T
2π

3/2

Coul
0
VA,Z
− Pnuc
(A − Z)µ0n + Zµ0p − MA,Z − EA,Z
T

!
,

(2.11)

represents the nuclear volume fraction, dened in terms of local number

densities and takes values between 0 and 1.

Next, the free energy density can be written as [82]

f =

X

0
0
fA,Z
(T, nA,Z ) + fCoul (ne , nA,Z ) + ξfnuc
(T, n0n , n0p )

A,Z

−T

X

nA,Z ln(κ),

(2.12)

A,Z

where the rst term comes from the contribution of the non-interacting gas of nuclei.
Here the Coulomb free energy is denoted by
of the interacting nucleons,
and

n0p

0
fnuc
,

fCoul .

We multiply the free energy density

by the available volume fraction of nucleons

ξ . n0n

represent the local number densities of neutrons and protons, respectively.

The last term corresponding to a hard-core repulsion of nuclei goes to innity as
approaches zero near the saturation density.
formed.
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The energy density can be expressed by the following expression [82]

 = ξ0nuc (T, n0n , n0p ) +

X

0A,Z (T, nA,Z ) + fCoul (ne , nA,Z ),

(2.13)

A,Z

3
∂g T 2
0A,Z (T, nA,Z ) = nA,Z (MA,Z + T +
).
2
∂T g

(2.14)

The pressure is given by

0
P = Pnuc
(T, n0n , n0p ) +

1X 0
P (T, nA,Z ) + PCoul (ne , nA,Z ),
κ A,Z A,Z

0
PA,Z
(T, nA,Z ) = T nA,Z .

(2.15)

(2.16)

It is important to mention here all the quantities relevant for nucleonic
contributions are calculated using the same RMF model parameterization as employed
for the core and taking into account general Fermi-Dirac statistics. In the internal
partition function of nuclei,

gA,Z (T ) in Eq.

2.11, only excited states up to the binding

energy of the corresponding nucleus are taken into account in order to keep the nucleus
bound [98]. If no cuto is applied in the integral for the excited states, arbitrarily
large excitation energies would contribute to the energy density. It is found in dierent
applications of the EoS that the cuto leads to a well behavior of the energy density.

To match the crust with the core, a standard thermodynamic criterion is
followed wherein the free energy per baryon at xed temperature
density

nB

and proton fraction

Yp

is to be minimized.
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2.4 Equation of State of Core
The central density of core is several times the saturation nuclear matter density
(∼

2.7×1014 g/cm3 ) and the exact nature of matter at such extreme density is yet to be

understood. Various theoretical models have been attempted to explain the structure
and nature of such matter.

Walecka model, a Lorentz covariant theory of dense

matter involving baryons and mesons, is widely applied to neutron star matter [99].
Non-linear scalar meson terms are included to reproduce the saturation properties
of nuclear matter. Extrapolating the properties of nuclear matter beyond saturation
density lead to uncertainties. The high density behaviour in the Relativistic Mean
Field (RMF) calculations is usually taken into account by introducing the non-linear
self interaction terms for scalar and vector meson elds [100].

But because of the

instabilities and higher order eld dependencies appearing probably at high densities
this may not be a reliable approach. More suitable approach will be to make mesonbaryon couplings density dependent [83, 101, 102]. In this density dependent model
(DD2), a rearrangement term appears in the baryon chemical potential and changes
the pressure and hence equation of state signicantly. Existence of the novel phases
of matter such as hyperons, condensate of pions and kaons and also deconned quarks
is still an open issue. Pauli's exclusion principle makes the appearance of strangeness
inevitable in the high density baryonic matter.

2.4.1

Density Dependent Relativistic Hadron Field Theory

In our work, we have considered a phase transition (could be rst order or second
order) from hadronic to antikaon condensed matter. Hadronic phase contains dierent
species of baryon octet while as electron and muons form a uniform background. The
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Lagrangian density for baryons is given as

LB =

X

ψ̄B (iγµ ∂ µ − mB + gσB σ − gωB γµ ω µ − gφB γµ φµ

B

−gρB γµ τ B · ρµ ) ψB
 1
1
∂µ σ∂ µ σ − m2σ σ 2 − ωµν ω µν
2
4
1 2
1
1
+ mω ωµ ω µ − φµν φµν + m2φ φµ φµ
2
4
2
1
1
− ρµν · ρµν + m2ρ ρµ · ρµ .
4
2
+

Here

ψB

represents the baryon octet and baryon-baryon interaction is mediated by the

exchange of scalar

gαB

(2.17)

σ,

vector

ω

and isovector

ρ

mesons.

τB

is the isospin operator and

denote the meson-baryon couplings. An additional vector meson

φ

is included

for hyperon-hyperon interaction only [100, 103].

Muons and electrons in the background are treated as non-interacting particles
and are described by the Lagrangian

Ll =

X

Ll

as

ψ̄l (iγµ ∂ µ − ml ) ψl .

(2.18)

l=e− ,µ−

In the rest frame of static, isotropic matter in the ground state, meson eld
equations are self-consistently solved maintaining the charge neutrality and baryon
number conservation. The meson eld equations take the following form in the mean
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eld approximation (MFA),

m2σ σ =

X

gσB nsB ,

B

m2ω ω0

=

X

=

X

=

X

gωB nB ,

B

m2ρ ρ03

gρB τ3B nB ,

B

m2φ φ0

gφB nB .

(2.19)

B

The number density and scalar density of baryons are given as

Z kF
B
kF3 B
γ
3
nB =
=
d
k
=
,
(2π)3 0
3π 2
Z kF
B
γ
m∗B
s
q
nB = hψ̄B ψB i =
d3 k
3
(2π) 0
kF2 B + m∗2
B
hψB† ψB i

=

q
m∗B
[k
kF2 B
F
2π 2 B

∗2
+ m∗2
B − mB ln

(2.20)

kFB +

q
kF2 B + m∗2
B
m∗B

]

(2.21)

Dirac equation for the spin 1/2 particles is given as

[γµ (i∂ µ − ΣB ) − m∗B ]ψB = 0.

Here

m∗B = mB − gσB σ

(2.22)

is the eective baryon mass and

vector self energy where rst term

(0)

(r)

ΣB = ΣB + ΣB

Σ0B = gωB ω0 + gρB τ3B ρ03 + gφB φ0

is the

contains non-

vanishing components of vector mesons and the second term, rearrangement term

ΣrB =

P

∂gσB
s
B [− ∂nB σnB

+

∂gωB
ωn
∂nB 0 B

+

∂gρB
τ ρ n
∂nB 3B 03 B

+

∂gφB
φ n ] arises due to density
∂nB 0 B

dependence of meson-baryon couplings [101]. It is important to mention here that

φ

meson doesn't couple with nucleons i.e.

gφB = 0

for

B = n, p.

dependence of couplings baryon chemical potential takes the form

µB =

p
2
kB
+ Mn∗2 + Σ0B + ΣrB .
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Next the

β -equilibrium

is imposed on the neutron star matter.

Chemical

equilibrium in the neutron star matter is maintained by the equilibrium condition

µi = bi µn − qi µe
number and

qi

where

µi

is the chemical potential of ith baryon,

is the charge.

µe

and

µn

bi

is it's baryon

are the chemical potentials of electron and

neutron, respectively.

The energy density due to baryons and leptons is given by

1
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
mσ σ + mω ω0 + mρ ρ03 + m2φ φ20
2
2
2
2
X 2JB + 1 Z kFB q
2
+
k 2 + m∗2
B k dk
2
2π
0
B
X 1 Z kFl q
k 2 + m2l k 2 dk
+
2
π
0
l

B =

(2.23)

Unlike the energy density, the pressure contains the rearrangement term as well and
can be expressed as

1
1
1
1
PB = − m2σ σ 2 + m2ω ω02 + m2ρ ρ203 + m2φ φ20
2
2
2
2
Z kF
X
X
B
1
k 4 dk
2JB + 1
(r)
p
+ ΣB
nB +
3 B
2π 2
k 2 + m∗2
0
B
B
Z kF
4
X
l
1
1
k dk
p
+
3 l π2 0
k 2 + m2l

(2.24)

Rearrangement term does not appear in the energy density expression but contributes to the pressure through baryon chemical potentials. The rearrangement term
takes care of the energy momentum conservation and thermodynamic consistency of
the system [101].

To determine the density-dependent meson-nucleon couplings, the prescription
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of Typel et. al [83, 102] is adopted and couplings can be described as [104]

gαB (nb ) = gαB (n0 )fα (x),

where

nb =

P

B

nB

and

nb
. The function
n0

x=

fα (x) = aα

fα (x)

(2.25)

is explicitly given by

1 + bα (x + dα )2
; α = σ, ω
1 + cα (x + dα )2

= exp[−aα (x − 1)]; α = ρ

(2.26)

The number of parameters gets reduced by constraining these functions as

fω (1) = 1, fσ0 (0) = fω0 (0) = 0

and

fσ (1) = fω (1) = 1, fσ00 (1) = fω00 (1)

density dependence is considered for isovector mesons
coupling decreases at higher densities [104].

ρ

fσ (1) =

[83]. Exponential

becuase

ρ

meson-nucleon

Finite nuclei properties like binding

energies, charge and diraction radii, surface thicknesses, spin-orbit splittings, and
the neutron skin thickness of

n0 ,

mass of

σ

meson

mσ ,

208

Pb

couplings

are tted to determine the saturation density

gαB (n0 )

and coecients

aα ,bα ,cα ,dα

tabulated in table 2.1. The t provides the saturation density
binding energy per nucleon

B = −16.02MeV

Masses of neutron, proton,

ω

and

ρ

[83, 102] as

n0 = 0.149065f m−3 ,

and incompressibility

K = 242.7MeV.

mesons are 939.56536, 938.2703, 783 and 763

MeV, respectively.

meson

α

gαB (ρ0 )

aα

bα

cα

dα

in MeV

ω

13.342362

1.369718

0.496475

0.817753

0.638452

σ

10.686681

1.357630

0.634442

1.005358

0.575810

ρ

3.626940

0.518903

Table 2.1:

Parameters of meson-nucleon couplings in DD2 EOS.
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Apart from DD2 parameterization, we have used one more DD parameterization
known as DDME2 [84].
total binding energies

This is obtained by tting nite nuclei properties like

BE ,

charge radii

rc

of neutron and proton density distributions
saturation density

n0 = 0.152f m−3 ,

and incompressibility

and the dierences between the radii

rnp = (rn − rp ).

The t provides the

binding energy per nucleon

K = 250.89MeV.

Masses of

σ, ω

and

ρ

B = −16.14MeV

mesons are 550.1238,

783 and 763 MeV, respectively. The parameterization of this model is given below in
table 2.2

meson

α

gαB (ρ0 )

aα

bα

cα

dα

in MeV

ω

13.0189

1.3892

0.9240

1.4620

0.4775

σ

10.5396

1.3881

1.0943

1.7057

0.4421

ρ

3.6836

0.5647

Table 2.2:

Parameters of meson-nucleon couplings in DDME2 EOS.

To determine hyperon-meson couplings, SU(6) symmetry relations are used for
determining vector coupligs [100] as follows,

2gφΛ

1
1
gωΛ = gωΣ = gωΞ = gωN ,
2
3
1
gρΣ = gρΞ = gρN ; gρΛ = 0,
2
√
2 2
= 2gφΣ = gφΞ = −
gωN .
3

(2.27)

Scalar meson (σ ) coupling to hyperons is determined using potential depth of hyperon
(Y) in the saturated nuclear matter

(r)

UYN (n0 ) = −gσY σ + gωY ω0 + ΣN ,
36
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(r)

ΣN

where

contains only nucleonic contribution.

UΛN (n0 ) = −30

Λ-hypernuclei

data suggests the

Λ-

MeV [105, 106]. Because of the repulsive

Σ-potential

depth in nuclear matter ,Σ hyperons are not considered here. We neglect

Ξ hyperons

potential depth,

because

Ξ hypernuclei data are scarce.

Maximum mass of neutron stars is not changed

signicantly due to a particular choice of hypernuclear potential depths [107]. Using
the value of

2.4.2

UΛN (n0 ) = −30,

we get the scaling factor as

RσΛ =

gσΛ
gσN

= 0.62008.

Equation of State in nonlinear Walecka Model

We introduce here unied EoSs developed by Steiner, Fischer, and Hempel,
based on NSE model for matter below the saturation density and nonlinear Walecka
model with additional meson couplings. The Lagrangian for nonlinear Walecka model
with cross meson terms is given by

LB =

X
B=n,p


ψ̄B


1
µ
iγµ ∂ − mB + gσB σ − gωB γµ ω − gρB γµ τ B · ρ ψB
2
µ

µ


1
∂µ σ∂ µ σ − m2σ σ 2
2
1
1
− ωµν ω µν + m2ω ωµ ω µ
4
2
1
1
− ρµν · ρµν + m2ρ ρµ · ρµ − U (σ)
4
2
κ 4
λ 4
(ρµ · ρµ )2
+ gωB (ω µ ωµ )2 + gρB
24
24
+

2
+gρB
f (σ, ω µ ωµ ) · ρµ · ρµ ,

where

τB

scalar

σ

is the isospin operator and

(2.29)

U (σ)

represents the self-interactions terms for

meson and is given as

ζ
ξ
U (σ) = (gσB σ)3 + (gσB σ)4
6
24
37

(2.30)
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and

f (σ, ω µ ωµ ) =

6
X

ai σ i +

i=1

3
X

bj (ω µ ωµ )j

(2.31)

j=1

This model contains 17 parameters which provide sucient enough freedom to ne
tune both the low- and high-density part of the isospin sector independently [87].
These two EoSs are represented as SFHo and SFHx where

“x”

“o”

denotes optimal and

stands for extremal. The most probable mass-radius curve of Steiner et al. [86]

was tted in SFHo and the radius of low-mass neutron stars was minimized in SFHx
model leading to a low value (23.18 MeV) for the density slope of the symmetry energy
at the saturation density [87]. If the last two terms are neglected in the Lagrangian
density given by Equation (2.29), it reduces to the same Lagrangian density as that
of TM1 and TMA EoS models with dierent parameter sets [88, 89].

TMA [89]

parameterization is based on an interpolation of the two parameter sets TM1 and
TM2 [88], which were tted to binding energies and charge radii of light (TM2) and
heavy nuclei(TM1). In these cases also, a unied EoS was constructed based on the
NSE model for the low-density matter and the Lagrangian density without last two
terms in Equation (2.29) for nucleon-nucleon interaction for low as well as high-density
matter [109].

2.4.3

Antikaon Condensation

Now we discuss the Bose-Einstein condensation of antikaons.

The antikaon

condensed phase is made of species of the baryon octet, isospin doublet of antikaons
with electrons and muons forming a uniform background.

The baryon-baryon

interaction Lagrangian density is already discussed in section 2.4.1.

We treat the

antikaon-baryon interaction on the same footing as the baryon-baryon interaction.
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Antikaons are described in the minimal coupling scheme by the Lagrangian density
[110113] given by

LK = Dµ∗ K̄Dµ K − m∗2
K K̄K,

where

Dµ = ∂µ + igωK ωµ + igρK τK .ρµ + igφK φµ

mK − gσK σ
(K + , K 0 )

is the covariant derivative and

is the eective mass of (anti)kaons with

and

K̄ ≡ (K − , K̄ 0 )

(2.32)

mK

m∗K =

as the bare kaon mass.

K≡

denote the isospin doublets for kaons and antikaons,

respectively.

The in-medium energies of antikaons for the s-wave condensation are given by

ωK − ,K̄ 0 = m∗K − gωK ω0 − gφK φ0 ∓ gρK ρ03 .

(2.33)

Scalar and vector densities of antikaons for s-wave condensation at T=0, are the same
and are given as

nK − ,K̄ 0 = 2(ωK − ,K̄ 0 + gωK ω0 + gφK φ0 ± gρK ρ03 )K K̄.

(2.34)

The onset of antikaon condensation is xed by the requirement of chemical equilibrium
in neutron star matter. The chemical equilibrium is attained through

N

where

K̄ ≡ (K − , K̄ 0 )

and

N + K̄, e−

N ≡ (n, p).

K − + νe ,

(2.35)

Hence, the equilibrium conditions are given as

µn − µp = µK − = µe , µK̄ 0 = 0,

where

µK −

and

µK̄ 0

represent the chemical potentials of
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(2.36)

K−

and

K̄ 0 ,

respectively.
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In the presence of antikaon condensates, the meson eld equations in the mean eld
approximation will take the form given by

m2σ σ =
m2ω ω0

=

X

gσB nsB + gσK

X

B

K̄

X

gωB nB − gωK

X

B

m2ρ ρ03 =

X

=

X

nK̄ ,

K̄

gρB τ3B nB + gρK

X

B

m2φ φ0

nK̄ ,

τ3K̄ nK̄ ,

K̄

gφB nB − gφK

X

B

nK̄ .

(2.37)

K̄

Only baryons and leptons contribute to the pressure and antikaon condensate (p=
0) does not have any pressure contribution.

However, the meson elds are altered

because of the presence of additional term due to (anti)kaons in the eld equations.
Charge neutrality condition is also modied by the presence of

K−

mesons. Energy

density of antikaons can be expressed as

K̄ = m∗K (nK − + nK̄ 0 ).

(2.38)

Hence total energy density having contributions from baryons , antikaons and leptons
can be expressed as

 = B + K̄ .

Meson-anti(kaon) couplings are calculated on the same footing as that of mesonhyperon couplings but without considering any density-dependence. From the quark
model and isospin counting rule, coupling constants of
are obtained.

Coupling constant of

symmetry relations and the value of

1
gωK = gωN ;
3

φ

ω

and

ρ

mesons with kaons

mesons with kaons is obtained from SU(3)

gππρ

[100] i.e.

gρK = gρN

and
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√
2gφK = 6.04.

(2.39)
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The real part of the

K−

optical potential depth at the saturation density is utilised

to calculate the scalar coupling constant (gσK ) [100, 101, 110, 111]

(r)

UK̄ (n0 ) = −gσK σ − gωK ω0 + ΣN .

(2.40)

It is inferred from the study of kaon atoms that (anti)kaon nucleon optical potential
is attractive. However, there is a controversy about the depth of the potential. The
phenomenological ts to kaonic atom data prefer the potential to be extremely deep
whileas unitary chiral model calculations suggest the potential to be shallow. There
is a lack of consensus regarding the range of values of

UK̄

and dierent experiments

suggest values from -50 to -200 MeV [108]. We consider a set of values for
the corresponding coupling constants

UK̄(M eV )
gσK̄
Table 2.3:

2.4.4

gσK

-80

-100

-120

-140

-1.24609

-0.72583

-0.20557

0.31469

0.83495

σ

and

are mentioned in the table 2.3.

-60

Parameters of

UK̄

meson-(anti)kaon couplings in DD2 EOS.

Hadron-quark Phase Transition

In our work, we consider two equations of state that undergo a rst order phase
transition from hadronic to quark matter [114116]. In the rst case, for the hadronic
matter above the saturation density, the DDRH model as described in section 2.4.1 is
employed here. The hadronic phase includes all hyperons plus
quark matter made of

∆ resonance [114].

For

u, d, s quarks, a non-local extension of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio

model [117] is adopted. The hadron-quark mixed phase is ruled by the Gibbs rules.
The Gibbs conditions for phase equilibrium is that the temperature (here
the pressure and chemical potentials

µb

and

41

µq

T = 0),

corresponding to baryon and electric
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charge, are equal in two phases and is given by

PH (µb , µq , T ) = PQ (µb , µq , T ).

(2.41)

For a volume V comprising of a bulk quantity of matter, the above condition must be
supplemented by conditions of global baryon number conservation and global electric
charge conservation which are given by

q = (1 − χ)qH (µb , µq , T ) + χqQ (µb , µq , T ),
ρ = (1 − χ)ρH (µb , µq , T ) + χρQ (µb , µq , T ),

where

χ = VQ /(VH + VQ )

and it takes values in the range

0 < χ < 1.

Eq. 2.41 and Eqs. 2.42 is dierent for each proportion of the phases

(2.42)

The solution of

χ

so that all the

properties including the pressure will vary through the mixed phase. We denote this
hadron-quark (HQ) EoS by HQ1 hereafter. In another case, the hadronic phase is
composed of only nucleons and described by the NL3 model [85] whereas the eective
bag model including quark interaction is adopted for the quark phase [116].

The

HQ mixed phase in this case is based on the Maxwell construction. This HQ EoS is
denoted by HQ2 hereafter.
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Chapter 3

I-Love-Q Universal Relations

3.1 Introduction
The equation of state (EoS) of dense matter is a key ingredient in understanding
the physics of core-collapse supernovae, neutron stars and neutron star mergers. It
is a highly challenging task for the scientic community to determine the dense
matter EoS. The matter below the saturation density might be constrained by the
inputs from the laboratory nuclear physics experiments. On the other hand, the EoS
of supradense matter with density several times normal nuclear matter density is
explored by astrophysical observations.

Multi-wavelength observations are performed for investigating neutron stars.
These observations resulted in macroscopic properties of neutron stars, for example,
masses, surface magnetic elds and temperatures. Mass measurement has reached a
high precision level in case of neutron star binaries particularly relativistic binaries
involving pulsars.

The highest neutron star mass accurately measured so far is
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2.01±0.04 Msolar [41].

This constrains the dense matter EoS severely.

Radius

measurement is still a debatable issue. Eorts to extract information about radius due
to surface emission in X-ray thermonuclear bursts and from accreting neutron stars
in quiescence are going on, but complicated by uncertainties in the composition of
atmosphere and distance to sources. Recently, NICER provided the estimates of the
mass and radius of the isolated 205.53 Hz millisecond pulsar. The data was analysed
independently by two groups using dierent methods.

One of the groups used

Bayesian inference approach to analyze it's energy-dependent thermal X-ray waveform
and reported the mass and radius as
[52], repectively.

+0.15
R = 13.02+1.24
−1.06 km and M = 1.44−0.14 M (68%)

Whileas the other group adopted Bayesian parameter estimation

which is conditional on pulse-prole modeling of NICER X-ray spectral-timing event
data and obtained the mass and radius as

1.34+0.15
−0.16 M (68%)

and

12.71+1.14
−1.19 km

[53],

respectively. An alternative to this is the measurement of moment of inertia (I), for
example that of pulsar A in double pulsar system PSR J0737-3039 [44, 118]. There
will be many fold increase in the number of newly discovered pulsars in relativistic
binaries with the advent of highly sensitive Square Kilometre Array (SKA). This
will facilitate faster estimation of moment of inertia in the SKA era. Consequently,
simultaneous knowledge of mass and radius of the same neutron star will be available.
Furthermore, this might lead to the better understanding of the EoS in neutron star
interior.

After the discoveries of black hole (GW150914 [57]) and neutron star merger
events (GW170817 [58] and GW190425 [119]),
new landscape into astrophysical observations.

gravitational waves open up a
It is expected that gravitational

wave detectors such as Advanced LIGO, VIRGO, KAGRA or LIGO-India [120]
might record gravitational waves from more neutron star merger events in future.
Gravitational waves from merging neutron stars provide an interesting opportunity
to probe dense matter in neutron star interior and its EoS [58, 121].
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stage inspiral of binary neutron stars, tidal deformations could be estimated. This
tidal deformation depends on the EoS. The tidal deformation is described by a set
of parameters known as Love numbers.

The quadrupole Love number (k2 ) is an

important quantity which is given by the ratio of quadrupole and tidal tensors. It
might be possible to extract the Love number from the detection of gravitational
wave signal [10, 122, 123]. The recent investigation on this issue found that the Love
number was related to moment of inertia and spin induced quadrupole moment (Q)
through universal relations [62].

A universal relation might describe the exterior spacetime of a compact object
independently of its internal structure.

These relations are valid under certain

physical conditions. For example, the universal relations are broken at high rotational
frequencies

∼ 1kHz

[64] and high magnetic eld

∼ 1013 G [63].

The details about the

so called I-Love-Q relations can be found in the recent review by Yagi and Yunes [124]
and references therein. However, it is to be investigated whether these relations will
also hold strong in presence of a rst order phase transition inside the neutron star
or not.

It is known that observed masses, radii and moments of inertia might be direct
probes of compositions and EoS of dense matter in neutron stars. The appearance
of novel phases of hyperons, Bose-Einstein condensate of antikaons and quarks could
be highly plausible above 2-3 times normal nuclear matter density in neutron star
interior. Strange matter such as hyperon matter [100, 107, 125, 126], kaon condensed
matter [4, 127] or quark matter [128], makes the EoS softer and results in smaller
maximum mass compared with that of neutron stars made of neutrons and protons
only. Latest observations demand that EoS models have to explain two solar mass
or more massive neutron stars. Hyperon matter EoS models encounter a precarious
situation. This is known as the hyperon puzzle. This puzzle was solved by introducing
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an extra repulsion into the EoS [107].

Recent advances in multi-wavelength observations of neutron stars and the
detection of gravitational waves in neutron star merger motivate us to investigate
dense matter EoSs involving strangeness degrees of freedom and their impact on
the moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and love number. Furthermore, we are
interested to explore whether universal relations among those observables hold good
even in presence of exotic matter involving rst order phase transition or not.

3.2 Equations of State
We compute the moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and love number in
slowly rotating neutron stars.

Each of these quantities is dependent on the EoS.

The EoS for charge-neutral and beta-equilibrated matter made of baryons, antikaon
condensate and leptons is constructed.

We adopt a density dependent relativistic

hadron (DDRH) eld theory for the description of strongly interacting dense baryonic
matter. Baryon-baryon interaction in the DDRH model is mediated by exchanges of
scalar

σ , vector ω , φ and ρ mesons and is given by the Lagrangian density [11,102,129]

in section 2.4.1. The exchange of

φ mesons accounts for the repulsive hyperon-hyperon

interaction and could be a plausible solution to the hyperon puzzle. Nucleon-nucleon
interaction is not mediated by

φ

mesons.

Meson eld equations are solved in the mean eld approximation (MFA).
Finally we obtain the pressure versus energy density known as the EoS as given by
Ref. [11, 129]. We note that, for density dependent couplings, the pressure includes
the rearrangement term which takes care of many body eects and thermodynamic
consistency.
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It is found that the eective mass and in-medium energy of antikaons decrease
with baryon density.

The s-wave Bose-Einstein condensate of antikaons (p

= 0)

appears when the electron chemical potential is equal to the in-medium energy of
antikaons. The hadronic to antikaon condensate phase transition could be either a rst
or second order phase transition. Baryons are embedded in the antikaon condensate.
The kaon-baryon interaction is treated on the same footing as the baryon-baryon
interaction in Eq. (2.17) of section 2.4.1. The Lagrangian density for (anti)kaons in
the minimal coupling scheme [110, 113, 129] in section 2.4.3. We obtain the EoS in
the antikaon condensed phase by solving the equations of motion in the MFA. Here
kaon-meson couplings are not density dependent.

Next we consider two more equations of state (HQ1 and HQ2) wherein hadronic
matter undergoes a rst order phase transition to quark matter [114116] as described
in section 2.4.4 of Chapter 2.

3.3 Model of Rotating Neutron Stars
Majority of observed galactic neutron stars rotate slowly. The fastest rotating
neutron star has a spin frequency of 716 Hz.
rotation or tidal eld.

A neutron star is deformed due to

Here rigidly rotating neutron stars are studied assuming a

stationary, axisymmetric spacetime and the line element as given by [130, 131]

ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + A2 (dr2 + r2 dθ2 ) + B 2 r2 sin2 θ(dφ − N φ dt)2 ,

where metric functions

N, N φ , A, B

depend on coordinates
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r

and

θ.

(3.1)
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The energy-momentum tensor for a perfect uid describing the matter, is

T µν = (ε + P )uµ uν + P g µν ,

where

ε

is the energy density,

P

is the pressure and

uµ

(3.2)

is the uid four velocity.

The equilibrium congurations for rotating neutron stars are obtained by solving
the Einstein eld equations. In case of rigid rotation, this is equivalent to solving a
rst integral of the equation of uid stationary motion [130]

H(r, θ) + lnN − ln Γ(r, θ) = const ,

where

(3.3)

Γ represents the Lorentz factor of the uid with respect to the Eulerian observer

and the uid log-enthalpy is


H = ln

where

n

and

mB

ε+P
nmB


,

(3.4)

are baryon density and rest mass, respectively.

The rst-integral (Eq.

3.3) is integrable within the 3+1 formalism, where those

reduce to Poisson-like partial dierential equations that are then solved numerically
using spectral scheme within the numerical library LORENE [132, 133]. The input
parameters for the model are an EoS, the rotation frequency
log-enthalpy
mass,

Hc .

Ω

and the central

Global properties of rotating neutron stars such as gravitational

circumferential equatorial radius,

angular momentum,

moment of inertia

and quadrupole moment are estimated within this formalism using the asymptotic

φ
behaviour of lapse function (N ) and the component of the shift vector (N ), in
terms of metric potential and the source [130, 131]. The gravitational mass, angular
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momentum and quadrupole moment are given respectively as [131, 134, 135],

1
M=
4π

Z

Z

σlnN r2 sin2 θdrdθdφ ,

(3.5)

A2 B 2 (E + p)U r3 sin2 θdrdθdφ ,

J=

(3.6)



1
b+
M3 ,
4

(3.7)



1 4 2
2
σlnN cos θ −
r sin θdrdθdφ .
3

(3.8)

3.19

E =

4
Q = −M2 −
3
where,

3
M2 = −
8π
Here,

σlnN

Z

is the RHS of Eq.

Γ2 (ε + p) − p

and

Γ = (1 − U 2 )−1/2

of Ref. [130],
and

b

U

is the uid four-velocity,

is dened by Eq. (3.37) of Ref. [135]. The

moment of inertia of the rotating star is dened as,

I :=

J
.
Ω

(3.9)

At lower rotation frequencies, this behaves almost as a linear relation.

3.4 Love number, moment of inertia and quadrupole
moment
A static, spherically symmetric star under the inuence of a static external
quadrupolar tidal eld

Eij ,

develops a quadrupole moment
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Qij .

The tidal deforma-
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bility

λ

in the linear order is given by

λ=−

The

`=2

Qij
.
Eij

(3.10)

dimensionless tidal Love Number (k2 ) is related to the tidal deformability

as

k2 =

3
λ.
2R5

(3.11)

The tidal love number is calculated following the prescription by Hinderer et
al. [10, 123] in the Regge-Wheeler gauge. A linear, static and even parity

` = 2, m = 0

perturbation leads to the following form of deformed metric,

ds2 = −e2Φ(r) [1 + H(r)Y20 (θ, ϕ)] dt2
+e2Λ(r) [1 − H(r)Y20 (θ, ϕ)] dr2

+r2 [1 − K(r)Y20 (θ, ϕ)] dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2 ,
(3.12)

where,

K 0 (r) = H 0 (r) + 2H(r)Φ0 (r).

for metric function

This leads to a second order dierential equation

H



6e2Λ
2
0
0
+ Φ − Λ + H − 2 − 2(Φ0 )2
H +H
r
r

3 0 7 0
f 0
00
0 0
0
+2Φ + Λ + Φ − 2Φ Λ + (Φ + Λ ) = 0.
r
r
r
00

where,

f = d/dp.

0



(3.13)

This equation is solved by integrating outward from the center
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and using the asymptotic behaviour of

k2 =

H(r),

we get the

`=2

tidal love number,

8C 5
(1 − 2C)2 [2 + 2C(y − 1) − y]
5
× 2C[6 − 3y + 3C(5y − 8)]
+4C 3 [13 − 11y + C(3y − 2) + 2C 2 (1 + y)]
−1
+3(1 − 2C) [2 − y + 2C(y − 1)] ln(1 − 2C)
.
2

Here, we dene

y = RH 0 (R)/H(R)

and take compactness of the star,

(3.14)

C = M/R.

The tidal deformability parameter, moment of inertia and quadrupole moment
are dependent on the EoS individually. However, it was pointed out that the relation
among any two of them in the slow rotation approximation was EoS independent
[62].

The following dimensionless quantities are used in this investigation.

dimensionless

λ

The

is dened as

λ̄ =

λ
M5

(3.15)

Similarly dimensionless moment of inertia and quadrupole moment are

I
and
M3

Q̄ =

Q
, respectively. Here
(M 3 (J/M 2 )2 )

quadrupole moment

J 2 /M

Q

I¯ =

is compared with the Kerr solution

because the dimensionless Q is known as the Kerr factor.

3.5 Results and Discussion
The density dependent parameter set used here is referred to as the DD2 set
for nucleon-meson couplings [11, 102]. Hyperon-meson couplings are computed from
the SU(6) symmetry relations and hypernuclear data [100, 107].

Λ

hyperons, being

lightest among all hyperons, might be populated rst in dense matter.
only

Λ

Therefore,

hyperons are included in this calculation. We consider a potential depth of
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-30 MeV for
coupling.

Λ

hyperons in normal nuclear matter and estimate the scalar meson

Similarly, kaon-meson couplings are estimated using the quark model,

SU(3) relations and kaon atomic data [129].

An attractive potential depth of -120

MeV in normal nuclear matter is adopted for the determination of kaon-scalar meson
coupling.

Parameters of the quark phase are obtained from Ref. [114, 116].

Using

those parameter sets, we calculate various properties of rotating neutron stars as
described in sections 3.3-3.4 for four dierent compositions of matter namely neutronproton matter (denoted as
including

Λ

np), Λ

hyperons (npΛK

−

hyperon matter (npΛ), antikaon condensed matter

) and hadron-quark matter.

Figure 3.1 exhibits

36

-2

log10P (dynes cm )

np
npΛ
−
npΛΚ
HQ1
HQ2

34

32
14.2

Figure 3.1:

14.4

14.6

14.8
15
-3
log10ε (g cm )

15.2

15.4

Pressure versus energy density is plotted for dierent compositions of

matter [9].

the pressure (P ) versus energy density (ε) plot known as the EoS for dierent
compositions of matter. Strange matter components such as

Λ

hyperons, antikaons

in the condensate or quarks make an EoS softer as evident from the gure.

Two

kinks in both HQ EoSs implies the beginning and end of the hadron-quark mixed
phase [114116]. The HQ1 EoS involving hadron-quark phase transition is the softest
EoS among the ve EoSs and

np

matter has the stiest EoS. We calculate sequences

of static neutron stars using those EoSs. The mass-radius relation is plotted in Fig.
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Figure 3.2: Mass versus radius is plotted for equations of state shown in Fig. 1 [9].

3.2.

Maximum masses corresponding to

np, npΛ, npΛK − ,

2.42, 2.1, 2.06, 2.04 and 2.1 Msolar , respectively.

HQ1 and HQ2 EoS are

It shows that all these EoSs are

compatible with the 2 Msolar constraint.

There is a good chance for the measurement of moment of inertia with the
detection of the relativistic pulsar binary PSR J0737-3039 in 2003 Ref. [118].

In

particular, the moment of inertia estimation for pulsar A in the double pulsar system
might be possible in near future. Masses of both pulsars in the double pulsar system
had been accurately measured due to the determination of post Keplerian parameters.
The precise measurement of I from observations along with the accurately known mass
of pulsar A might lead to better determination of radius [44]. Here we discuss our
results on the eects of exotic matter on moment of inertia. Slowly rotating neutron
stars with spin frequency 100 Hz are considered in this calculation using LORENE.
The behaviour of moment of inertia with neutron star mass is depicted in Fig. 3.3.
It is noted that the moment of inertia corresponding to strange matter is lower than
that of nuclear matter at higher neutron star masses. As we know the mass (1.337
Msolar ) of pulsar A in PSR J0737-3039, the value of I can be predicted from Fig. 3.3.
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Dimensionless moment of inertia (I¯ =

I
) as a function of compactness is shown
M3

in Fig. 3.4 for four EoSs. It is found that curves corresponding to

Λ

merge before the onset of

np, npΛ and npΛK −

hyperons or antikaon condensate.

degrees of freedom set-in in dense neutron star matter,

I¯

As soon as strange

for strange matter EoSs

deviate from that of the nuclear matter case at higher compactness. However, it is
found that results of

npΛ and npΛK −

cases show almost a universal behaviour. This

may be related to the signicant population of
antikaon condensate.

Λ hyperons even after the appearance of

We further investigation the quadrupole moment of rotating
4
np
npΛ
−
npΛΚ
HQ1
HQ2

3.5

38

2

I (10 kg m )

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

1

1.5

2
M (Msolar)

2.5

3

Figure 3.3: Moment of inertia is shown as a function of neutron star mass for dierent
compositions of matter [9].

neutron stars having spin frequency of 100 Hz using LORENE. The behaviour of
the quadrupole moment with respect to the Kerr solution is exhibited with neutron
star mass in Fig.

3.5.

It is found to decrease with mass and approache the Kerr

value around maximum neutron star mass.

The stiest EoS corresponding to the

nuclear matter case is closest to the Kerr solution. This was already noted by others
[73, 136, 137]. The most interesting result is obtained when we plot dimensionless I
versus dimensionless Q in Fig. 3.6. All data corresponding to dierent EoSs used here
show no deviations except that of the HQ EoSs. Though I or Q depends on the EoS,
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25
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npΛ
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Figure 3.4: Dimensionless moment of inertia (I¯ =

0.3

0.25

I/M 3 ) is plotted with compactness

[9].

their relationship exhibit universality for

np, npΛ

and

npΛK −

universal relation was rst predicted by Yagi and Yunes [62].
other observables too.

EoS. The I-Love-Q
This holds good for

When the ratio of critical mass i.e., the maximum mass at

the mass-shedding limit and maximum mass for static neutron stars are plotted with
normalised angular momentum with respect to maximum angular momentum, it also
leads to universal relation [138, 139]. However, the I-Q universality is lost when we
look at both HQ EoSs. This may be attributed to a rst order hadron-quark phase
transition in HQ1 and HQ2.

We further explore the role of rst order phase transition on the I-Q universality
relation at higher rotational frequencies. It is well known that the rotation induces
compositional changes in neutron stars [114]. This signicantly impacts the hadronquark phase transition in rotating neutron stars.

As neutron star spins down, its

central density increases from smaller values. When the density exceeds the threshold
value, a hadron-quark phase transition begins. We study the I-Q relation for 300 and
500 Hz to understand the above eect and the results are shown in Fig.
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Figure 3.5: Dimensionless quadrupole moment with respect to the Kerr solution is
plotted with neutron star mass [9].
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Figure 3.6: Dimensionless moment of inertia is shown as a function of dimensionless
quadrupole moment for rotational frequency 100 Hz [9].

Fig.

3.8.

For HQ2 EoS, the hadron-quark phase transition disappears at those

frequencies and the universality is restored.

However, the imprint of the phase

transition on the I-Q relation can be observed even at higher rotational frequencies
for HQ1 case. The reason behind this is the HQ1 EoS having a much wider mixed
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phase compared with that of the HQ2 EoS. Next we investigate the relation between
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 6 but for rotational frequency 300 Hz [9].
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Figure 3.8: Same as Fig. 6 but for rotational frequency 500 Hz [9].

I and Love number for strange matter EoSs adopting slow rotation approximation
of Hartle and Thorne [135].
(C

= M/R)

in Fig.

3.9 for

We plot

` = 2

np, npΛ, npΛK −

love number (k2 ) with compactness
and HQ matter.

demonstrates how easy or dicult to deform a neutron star.
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For each EoS, love
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number decreases with increasing compactness.
is its love number.

npΛ, npΛK −

More the star is compact, lesser

Furthermore, this eect is more prominent in softer EoSs i.e.

and HQ than that of

np

matter.

The love number approaches zero

for black holes corresponding to compactness (M/R) 0.5. Figure 3.10 describes the
behaviour of dimensionless moment of inertia with dimensionless tidal deformability
parameter

λ̄

as dened in Sec. 3.2 for

np, npΛ, npΛK −

it is noted that a universal relation exists in

I¯-λ̄

and HQ EoS. Like Fig. 3.6,

for three hadronic EoSs. However,

the data of HQ EoSs deviate from the universal relation.
Fig.

3.6 and Fig.

It is now obvious that

3.10 together produce I-Love-Q relations which do not depend

on the compositions and EoS of neutron star matter without a rst order phase
transition. Neutron star matter below the saturation density is well constrained by
nuclear physics experiments in laboratories. All EoSs in this density regime should
behave in the same manner and lead to universal relations.

However, this is not

true at higher densities where many new degrees of freedom are populated in the
form of hyperons, antikaon condensate and quarks. We observe signicant deviations
in EoSs in that density regime.

It is then a puzzle to understand what drives the

universality when the neutron star compactness increases. This has been attributed
to the isodensity contours in neutron stars which are approximately elliptically self
similar [69, 124]. It is worth mentioning here this kind of universal relation among I
and Q was also found in rotating protoneutron stars [69, 140].
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Figure 3.9: Love number is plotted with compactness of neutron star [9].
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Figure 3.10: Dimensionless moment of inertia is shown as a function of dimensionless
deformability parameter (λ̄) [9].
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Chapter 4

Constraining Equation of State with
GW170817 observations

4.1 Introduction
The discovery of gravitational waves emitted from the binary neutron star
merger event GW170817 and subsequently followed by the detection of its transient
counterparts across the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum has heralded a new era in
multimessenger astrophysics [58, 141]. The observed short Gamma Ray Burst (GRB)
1.7 s after the coalescence time provides clinching evidences for the association of short
GRBs with neutron star mergers. This discovery of two colliding neutron stars and
its aftermath provided vast amount of information about short Gamma Ray Bursts,
binary chirp mass, tidal deformability and dense matter in neutron star interior,
speed of gravitational waves, Hubble constant and heavy element synthesis due to
r-process in ejected neutron-rich matter. From the gravitational wave data analysis,
the binary chirp mass,

Mchirp = (m1 m2 )3/5 /(m1 +m2 )1/5 , in the 90% credible interval
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+0.004
is estimated to be 1.188−0.002 M

[58]. For low spin prior, the component masses of

the binary were found to be in the range 1.17-1.6 M , whereas the total mass of the

+0.04
binary was 2.74−0.01 M .

The binary mass ratio (q

= m2 /m1 )

was constrained in

the range 0.7 - 1.0 for low spin prior. The optical/infrared transient, several hours
after GW170817, was consistent with emissions of a Kilonova which was shining
through radioactive decays of r-process nuclei synthesised in the neutron-rich ejected
matter [142, 143].

The observation of GW170817 revealed many interesting aspects of dense matter
in neutron stars and its equation of state (EoS). The fate of the compact remnant
formed in the binary neutron star merger might be closely related to the amount of
ejected material as estimated from EM signals [144]. A prompt collapse was ruled
out by the quantity of blue ejecta observed in optical wavelengths. It was argued that
the merger remnant was born as a hypermassive neutron star (HMNS) supported by
dierential rotation for a short duration of time. This picture of short lived HMNS
might be consistent with the large quantity of red ejecta that was observed in the
infrared and originating from the accretion torus around the HMNS before its collapse
to a black hole. The compact remnant spun down emitting gravitational waves and
might have collapsed to a black hole close to the mass-shedding limit of a uniformly
rotating neutron star [145]. This conclusion about the merger remnant provided the
upper bound on the maximum mass of non-rotating neutron stars and much tighter
constraint on the EoS of dense matter [144147]. The lower bound on the maximum
mass of neutron stars is obtained from the galactic pulsar observations.

It was long argued that the tidal eects in the late inspiralling phase of binary
neutron stars could be large and detected by gravitational wave detectors [10,122,123].
The tidal deformation of a neutron star could provide crucial information about
the dense matter EoS. The eective tidal deformability parameter is expected to
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be determined from the phase evolution of gravitational wave signals.
was achieved in GW170817 and GW190425 [58, 119].

Indeed this

The LIGO and VIRGO

observations of GW170817 imposed an upper limit on the dimensionless eective

Λ̄ ≤ 800 in the low spin case at 90% condence level [58].

tidal deformability
limit on

Λ̄ ≥ 400

A lower

was obtained from the observational data of the electromagnetic

counterpart of GW170817 combined with numerical relativity simulations [146].
Recently another alternative approach based on radiative transfer simulations of
the electromagnetic transient AT2017gfo indicated the lower bound on the tidal
deformability to be

Λ̄ ≥ 197

[148].

Gravitational wave data of GW170817 were reinterpreted by De et al. [149].
The initial analysis of the LIGO/VIRGO collaboration (LVC) diered from that of
De et al. in the sense that the same EoS was not adopted for two neutron stars of
GW170817 in the former case whereas in the latter case the tidal deformabilities (Λ1
and

Λ2 )

and masses of both neutron stars were related through

Λ1 /Λ2 ∼ q 6

implying

that both neutron stars were described by the same EoS. Later, the LVC analysed the
data again using correlations in tidal deformabilities [150].

The correlation among

tidal deformabilities led to a 20% reduction in 90% condence upper bound of the
previously estimated eective tidal deformability [149, 150]. Tighter bounds on

Λ1 /Λ2

tuned to chirp mass were prescribed in an EoS-independent manner for gravitational
waveform analysis [151].

The lower and upper bounds on the tidal deformability parameter provided
strong constraints on the dense matter EoS in neutron star interior.
too sti EoSs were rejected because of those constraints [146].

Too soft or

The knowledge of

tidal deformability from GW170817 was used to constrain the neutron star radius
[149, 152155]. The upper limit of the radius of a 1.4 M
be

≤ 13.76

neutron star was shown to

km [152]. In another investigation with one million dierent EoSs, the
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radius (R) of a 1.4 M

neutron star was found to be

12.00 ≤ R/km ≤ 13.45

[153].

Similar conclusion was drawn about the radius in Ref. [154]. Using the correlation
among tidal deformabilities of merger components, radii of both neutron stars were
determined to be

8.7 < R/km < 14.1

at the 90% credible interval [149]. The LVC

also calculated the neutron star radii rstly adopting EoS-insensitive relations and
secondly the same parameterized EoS for both neutron stars [155].
case, the condition that the EoS was compatible with 1.97 M

In the second

neutron stars was

taken into account. This resulted in higher radii of neutron stars in the second case
than those of the rst case [155].

So far we noticed that gravitational wave data

from GW170817 as well as its EM counterpart AT2017gfo led to the determination of
upper bounds on the mass and radius of non-rotating neutron stars. Besides masses
and radii of neutron stars, the measured tidal deformability could put constraints on
other properties of merger components of GW170817 such as moment of inertia and
quadrupole moment. This motivates us to explore EoS of dense matter and properties
of merger components of GW170817 in this work.

4.2 Equations of State of Binary Merger Components
We discuss the computation of tidal deformability, moment of inertia and
quadrupole moment in this section.
reported in Chapter 3.

These quantities are EoS dependent [9] as

We adopt dierent relativistic mean eld (RMF) models

for the EoS of beta-equilibrated and charge neutral matter. The strong interaction
among nucleons from the crust to the core is mediated by the exchange of scalar,
vector and isovector mesons in these RMF models. The RMF parameterizations used
in this calculations are TM1, TMA, SFHo, SFHx, DD2, DDME2 [84,156] as discussed
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Pressure versus energy density is plotted for dierent compositions (left panel)
and mass-radius relation is exhibited for those equations of state (right panel) [13].

Figure 4.1:
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Dimensionless tidal deformability parameters Λ1 and Λ2 are plotted here for
dierent equations of state [13]. Dashed and dash-dotted lines denote the 50% and 90 %
probability contours as obtained from Ref. [58, 150].

Figure 4.2:

in sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2 of Chapter 2. We also consider equations of state (HQ1 and
HQ2) involving rst-order phase transition from hadronic matter to quark matter as
discussed in section 2.4.4 of Chapter 2.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
The calculation of Love number and tidal deformability has been discussed in
Chapter 3. The dimensionless tidal deformability, dimensionless moment of inertia
and dimensionless quadrupole moment are dened as

Q̄1,2 =

Λ1,2 =

λ1,2
,
m51,2

I¯1,2 =

I1,2
and
m31,2

Q1,2
respectively, where subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to masses of
(m31,2 (J1,2 /m21,2 )2 )

merger components,

m1

and

m2

respectively. Quadrupole moment

with the Kerr solution quadrupole moment
known as Kerr factors corresponding to

2
/m1,2
J1,2

m1,2 .

Q1,2

is compared

and the dimensionless

Q̄1,2

are

Moment of inertia and quadrupole

moment are calculated by the spectral scheme within the numerical library LORENE
[132, 133].

We adopt nuclear EoSs HS(TM1), HS(TMA), HS(SFHo), HS(SFHx), DDME2,
HS(DD2), hyperon EoS BHBΛφ and hadron-quark EoSs HQ1 and HQ2 for the
calculation of neutron star properties as shown in the left panel of Figure 4.1. The
right panel of Figure 4.1 shows neutron star mass as a function of radius for the
above mentioned EoSs. All those EoSs are compatible with 2 M

neutron stars. We

could learn valuable lessons about dense matter EoS from the fate of the massive
remnant in GW170817.

It is inferred that a hypermassive neutron star was born

in the binary merger event and later it collapsed to a black hole. In this scenario,
dierent groups estimated the upper bound on the maximum mass of non-rotating

T OV
neutron stars (Mmax ) to be 2.16 M

[144, 145, 147, 157].

On the other hand, the

lower limit on the neutron star maximum mass 2.01±0.04 M

was obtained from the

observations of galactic neutron stars. Both bounds on the neutron star maximum
mass i.e.

2.01 ± 0.04 ≤ MT OV /M

≤ 2.16 ± 0.03,

imposed strong constraints on

the EoS of dense matter. All EoSs except DD2, DDME2 and HS(TM1) satisfy these

T OV
constraints on Mmax as demonstrated by two horizontal lines in the right panel of
Fig. 4.1.
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Tidal deformability

Λ2 is plotted with Λ1 in Fig.

4.2 for all those EoSs considered

here. Dimensionless tidal deformabilities of both merger components are calculated
using the same EoS. It also shows the 50% and 90% credible intervals (dashed and
dash-dotted lines) for the low spin case obtained using waveform models of TaylorF2
and PhenomPNRT [58, 150].

R5 ,

As the tidal deformability is directly proportional to

the compactness increases from top right corner to bottom left corner of Fig.

4.2. The SFHo EoS represents neutron stars with maximum compactness among all
EoSs. The HQ2 EoS on the top right corner implies the least compact neutron stars
and lies far outside the 90% credible interval. It is noted that HS(DD2) and BHBΛφ
EoSs which were allowed by TaylorF2 model, are now marginally compatible with the
90% contour of PhenomPNRT. The other EoSs which fall well inside 50% and 90%
condence intervals of PhenomPNRT are validated.

It has been noted that the tidal deformability parameter could probe the dense
matter EoS. This can be further understood from Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The upper limit
on neutron star maximum mass is compatible with HQ2 and HS(TMA) along with
several other EoSs as evident from Fig. 4.1. However, HQ2 and HS(TMA) EoSs are
ruled out by the 90% condence contour in Fig.

4.2.

This demonstrates that the

low density parts of HQ2 and HS(TMA) EoSs are not well constrained and lead to
larger radii (>

14

km) for merger components. Besides this, the nuclear matter EoS

in hadron-quark phase transition in HQ2 is described by the NL3 EoS which is very
sti. On the other hand, the neutron star maximum mass is estimated by the overall
EoS which becomes softer due to the phase transition to quark matter.

A correlation among tidal deformabilities and mass ratio of neutron stars was
reported by dierent groups [149151].

When both neutron stars are described by

the same EoS, it is found that tidal deformabilities follow the relation
[149, 151]. Furthermore, analytical lower and upper bounds on
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The quantity q 6 Λ2 /Λ1 is shown as a function of mass ratio (q ) for chirp mass
1.188 M and dierent equations of state [13].

Figure 4.3:

mass were estimated studying large number of piecewise polytropic EoSs with and
without strong rst order hadron-quark phase transitions [151]. We investigate this
correlation among tidal deformabilities and mass ratio for EoSs considered in Figs.

q 6 Λ2 /Λ1

4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows

as a function of mass ratio

this correlation holds good for values of mass ratio

q ≥ 0.9

this work. However, it is observed that the quantity
of unity for smaller values of

q.

It is noted that

for most EoSs adopted in

q 6 Λ2 /Λ1

deviates from the value

q.
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Mass of neutron star is plotted as a function of tidal deformability for BHBΛφ
and SFHo equations of state [13].
Figure 4.4:
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Neutron star mass is plotted as a function of tidal deformability for BHBΛφ
and SFHo EoSs in Fig. 4.4. The tidal deformability decreases as the neutron star
becomes more massive. This also results in higher compactness. Consequently, more
compact neutron stars will be less deformed. The tidal deformability for a 1.4 M
neutron star is 697 and 334 in case of BHBΛφ and SFHo EoSs, respectively.
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Tidal parameter Λ̄ is plotted against mass ratio q for a xed chirp mass Mchirp
= 1.188 Msolar . Observational upper and lower limits (grey lines) are shown here [13].
Figure 4.5:

LIGO and Virgo observations extracted the tidal contribution from the inspiral
phase. The parameter (Λ̄) that enters into the phase of the gravitational wave signal is
a mass-weighted linear combination of individual dimensionless tidal deformabilities
as [158]

16 (m1 + 12m2 )m41 Λ1 + (m2 + 12m1 )m42 Λ2
Λ̄ =
13
(m1 + m2 )5
which is considered to be

.

(4.1)

720 at 90% condence level for low spin prior [150].

Also an additional constraint placed on

Λ̄ ≥ 197

GW170817 [148]. So the allowed window for
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is based on EM observations of

is now

197 ≤ Λ̄ ≤ 720.
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Mass weighted average tidal deformability parameter

Λ̄

is plotted against the

ratio (q ) of masses of merger components for a xed chirp mass
M

Mchirp = 1.188

in case of low spin scenario in Fig. 4.5. Here results are shown for all EoSs as

marked in the gure. Upper and lower boundaries on

Λ̄

that were obtained from the

gravitational wave and EM observations, respectively, are also shown in Fig. 4.5. It
is found that results corresponding to all EoSs satisfy the lower boundary. However,
this can not be said about several EoSs with respect to the upper boundary. It is
evident from Fig. 4.5 that HS(DD2) and BHBΛφ EoSs are marginally outside the
upper boundary whereas HS(TM1), HS(TMA), HQ1 and HQ2 EoSs are conclusively
ruled out by the GW data. It is worth mentioning here that the estimates of both
boundaries are strongly model dependent [146, 148, 150]. It is also noted from Fig.
4.5 that

Λ̄

is independent of

q.

This is also demonstrated analytically by Zhao and

Lattimer [151].
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Mass weighted average tidal deformability parameter Λ̄ is plotted against
dimensionless moment of inertia of the heavier component of the neutron star binary having
mass 1.58 M (left panel) and and for the lighter component of the neutron star binary
having mass 1.18 M (right panel) [13].
Figure 4.6:

We calculate gross properties such as moment of inertia and quadrupole moment
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of slowly rotating neutron stars with spin frequency 100 Hz in this calculation using
LORENE [132, 133]. Figure 4.6 shows the relations between the parameter
dimensionless moments of inertia of merger components
panel), respectively.
(m1

Λ̄

I¯1

(left panel) and

Λ̄

versus

I¯2

(right

These results are obtained for masses of merger components

=1.58, m2 =1.18)

M

as obtained from the chirp mass. The upper bound on

at 90% condence level as obtained from gravitational wave data of GW170817 is

also included on the plot. The intersections of the curves with the upper bound of

Λ̄

give upper limits on the values of moments of inertia of two merger components.

The values of

I1

and

I2

so obtained are

∼ 2.0 × 1045

g/cm

2

and

∼ 1.2 × 1045

2
g/cm ,

respectively. These values of moments of inertia are consistent with the theoretically
predicted values of Ref. [159].
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Dimensionless moment of inertia is plotted with compactness of neutron star
for dierent hadronic equations of state [13].
Figure 4.7:

As we know the moment of inertia and mass of each component, it is possible to
estimate the radius of the corresponding component. This is done using the universal
relation between dimensionless moment of inertia and compactness of neutron star
[138]. This universal relation is shown in Fig. 4.7 for equations of state considered
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here except HQ EoSs in Fig. 4.1. The universal relation is tted with the functional
form as given by Eq.

(20) of Ref. [138].

It is evident that the upper limit on the

tidal deformability constrains radii of merger components to be

∼

13 km which are

independent of component masses [154]. It is worth mentioning here that HQ EoSs
violate the universality [9].

We do the similar investigation for quadrupole moments (Q1 ,
components in GW170817.

Q2 )

of merger

Figure 4.8 exhibits the behaviour of mass weighted

average tidal deformability parameter with dimensionless quadrupole moments
(left panel) and

Q̄2 (right panel), respectively.

The upper limit on

Q̄1

Λ̄ from gravitational

wave observation of GW170817 is also shown in both gures by horizontal lines. The
values of upper bounds on quadrupole moments are found to be in the range 0.29 - 0.30

×1043

2
g cm . Unlike the cases of moments of inertia in Fig. 4.6, the estimated value

of upper bound on

Q1

is less than that of

Q2

because the latter merger component is

less compact and it is easy to deform the star.
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Figure 4.8:
Mass weighted average tidal deformability parameter (Λ̄) is plotted against
dimensionless quadrupole moment of the heavier component (left panel) and lighter
component (right panel) [13].
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Chapter 5

Cooling of Dark-Matter Admixed
Neutron Stars

5.1 Introduction
Neutron stars are excellent celestial laboratories for investigating the supradense
nuclear matter which is otherwise inaccessible to terrestrial laboratories. The density
inside neutron stars is several times the nuclear saturation density, hence exotic
particles like hyperons [1, 2], pion or kaon condensate [3, 4], quarks [5] are believed to
be present inside the core. Dark matter (DM) particles [68] may also be captured
and accumulated inside neutron stars. Exotic particles soften the equation of state
(EoS) and reduce the tidal deformability of the neutron star [9].

Exact nature of

the matter is a challenging task and yet to be known. Any model suggested should
not only describe the superdense matter but also reproduce the properties of matter
observed at saturation density [160, 161]. Recently, the unprecedented joint detection
of neutron star merger GW170817 by Advanced LIGO and Virgo observatories has
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put stronger constraints on the equation of state by constraining tidal deformability
of NSs [58, 141]. Using Shapiro delay measurements, a very massive neutron star PSR
J0740+6620 with mass

2.14+0.10
−0.09

[42] has been found. This can constrain the equation

of state signicantly.

Nowadays there are various cosmological and astrophysical indications for the
existence of dark matter in the Universe like large-scale structures of the Universe,
rotation curves of spiral galaxies, anisotropies of cosmic microwave background
radiation (CMBR), gravitational lensing etc.

The detection of dark matter is

attempted following three dierent ways i.e. direct detection, indirect detection and
collider searches (LHC). However, till now no experimental signature of dark matter
has been discovered. Direct detection experiments usually provide us upper bounds
on the dark matter-nucleon elastic scattering cross-sections for various DM masses.
In the literature, several theoretical particle models of dark matter are proposed
to indirectly detect the dark matter and to explain the existence of few unsolved
phenomenological evidences such as gamma ray excesses observed by Fermi-LAT
gamma ray telescope [162, 163], positron excesses measured by PAMELA [164], AMS02 [165], DAMPE [166] experiments etc. Till now many particle candidates of dark
matter are proposed like Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [167170],
Axions [171, 172], Feebly interacting Massive Particles (FIMPs) [173, 174], Fuzzy dark
matter [175, 176], neutralino [167], Kaluza Klein dark matter [177] etc. In this work,
our proposed particle candidate of dark matter is WIMP. In the early Universe,
WIMPs are produced thermally and initially they are at thermal equilibrium but when
the temperature drops below the WIMPs mass they are decoupled at a particular
temperature (∼

Mχ
)
20

called freeze-out temperature. After decoupling, WIMP would

possibly be a relic particle and may constitute a particle candidate of cold dark matter
(CDM). WIMPs can cluster with stars gravitationally and also form a background
density in the universe.
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Several studies have indicated that neutron stars being highly compact objects
can capture more dark matter particles during the formation stage in the supernova
explosion as compared to the non-compact objects [178].

Recently, it is shown

that the admixture of DM inside NSs softens the equation of state and hence tidal
deformability is reduced [179]. It has been proven in Ref. [180] that the DM capture
could be highly improved if it happens in binary pulsars.

Since the DM present

inside DM admixed NSs can possibly change the global properties of neutron stars,
this opens another indirect window to study DM apart from other numerous ways.
The structures of DM admixed NSs have been studied recently.

It is shown that

mass and radius of NSs can be remarkably aected by mirror DM [181]. It has been
shown that fermionic DM could soften the equation of state and hence reduce the
maximum mass supported by the NS [179]. This eect is sensitive to the mass of DM
particle and the self-interaction within the dark matter. Since the normal matter and
DM are believed to interact gravitationally, presence of DM can hardly inuence the
distribution of particles inside NS but can signicantly modify the structure as well
as EoS of NS.

Cooling of neutron stars has been well studied by several authors [29, 182
185]. Some study has been done on the eect of DM on cooling of NSs [186]- [188].
It has been found that the heating due to dark matter annihilation can aect the
temperature of the stars older than
temperature at

104

107

years and consequently attening out the

K for the neutron stars [187, 189].

Moreover, recently it has

been found that slowdown in the pulsar rotation can drive the NS matter out of
beta equilibrium and the resultant imbalance in chemical potentials can induce latetime heating, named as rotochemical heating which can heat a NS up to

t = 106 − 107

years [188].

106

K for

In Ref. [186], the authors have studied the cooling of

DM admixed NS with dark matter mass ranging from 0.1 GeV to 1.3 GeV. In the
present work, we have considered low as well as high dark matter masses (up to 500
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GeV) and also varied the dark matter Fermi momenta for the cooling calculations. For
these calculations, we have considered dark matter admixed density-dependent (DD2)
EoS [11,102] and the results are compared with the observational data. Also, our work
is dierent from the above mentioned works [187, 188] because we don't consider
heating due to WIMP annihilation owing to the very small annihilation cross-section.
We consider indirect eect on cooling of NS stars due to change in the neutron star
structure in presence of dark matter. With the introduction of dark matter, cooling
properties can change signicantly as compared to the normal NSs mainly because of
changes in neutrino emissivity, neutrino luminosity and heat capacity. For given mass,
neutron emissivity will be dierent due to signicant change in stellar structures and
consequently, neutrino luminosity will also be dierent. Heat capacity related to EoS
will be dierent for normal NSs and DM admixed NSs because of softening of the EoS
in latter case. Thus, normal NSs can be distinguished from DM admixed NSs using
astronomical observation data related to surface temperature and age of pulsars. We
have considered cooling data of Geminga, PSR B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 [190]
in our work. It is sucient to carry out ts to selected objects rather than carrying a
global t to the population of all thermally radiating neutron stars. As representatives
for late time-cooling, a group of above mentioned three NSs is chosen forming a class
of nearby objects that allows spectral ts to their X-ray emission [190193] (and
references therein).

We have studied NS cooling of both normal NSs using DD2

EoS [11,102] and Akmal-Pandharipande-Ravenhall (APR) EoS [194] and DM admixed
NSs using DD2 EoS modied with DM sector.

It is important to mention here

although DD2 is marginally allowed by the tidal deformability constraint obtained
from the the analysis of GW170817 with PhenomPNRT model [13], DM admixed DD2
will be softened and might be considerably allowed by the GW170817 constraints.
Earlier DM admixed NSs were studied by some groups [68] where they adopted

σ -ω -ρ

model but our approach diers from theirs in the sense that meson-nucleon
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couplings are density-dependent in our model which gives rise to an extra term called
the rearrangement term [101, 102] in the nucleon chemical potential.

This Chapter is organised as follows. In section 5.2, we describe DM modied
baryonic EoS model.

We constrain DM-Higgs coupling parameter from the direct

detection experiments as discussed in section 5.3.

In section 5.4, we discuss the

cooling mechanism of neutron star. Finally, the results and calculations are presented
in section 5.5.

5.2 Eect of Dark Matter on Equation of State
A uniformly distributed fermionic dark matter, WIMP, is considered inside the
neutron star.

Dark matter interacts with Higgs eld

DM-Higgs coupling
masses (Mχ
eld

h

= 50

y

h

with coupling strength

is explicitly discussed in Section 5.3.

y.

Three dierent WIMP

GeV, 200 GeV, 500 GeV) are considered in our calculations. Higgs

interacts with the nucleons via eective Yukawa coupling

f Mn /v ,

where

f

denotes the nucleon-Higgs form factor and is estimated to be approximately 0.35 [195]
and

v = 246.22

GeV denotes Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV). In the Higgs

potential, terms higher than quadratic are dropped because they are negligible in
the mean eld approximation (MFA). Hence the dark sector and its interaction with
nucleons and Higgs eld is described by the Lagrangian density

1
1
Mn
LDM = χ̄(iγµ ∂ µ − Mχ + yh)χ + ∂µ h∂ µ h − Mh2 h2 + f
ψ̄hψ.
2
2
v

(5.1)

Here we consider the assumptions that the average dark matter number density
inside the neutron star is

103

times smaller than the saturated nuclear matter

number density [68, 196] and the Fermi momentum of dark matter is constant [68]
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throughout the neutron star.

With these assumptions, the fractional mass of dark

matter inside the neutron star for

Mχ = 200

GeV can be expressed as

Mχ
1
≈ .
MN S
6
Given

n0 = 0.149065f m−3 ,

10−3 f m−3 .
3
(kFDM )
3π 2

dark matter number density is

nDM ∼ 10−3 n0 ∼ 0.15 ×

Number density of dark matter is related to Fermi momentum via

which gives

kFDM ∼ 0.033

GeV. We vary

GeV to 0.06 GeV and dark matter densities

nDM

kFDM

nDM =

in our calculations from 0.01

will also vary accordingly. Equations

of motion for nucleon doublet





 ψp 
ψ =  ,
ψn
µ
µ
scalar meson (σ ), vector meson (ω ) and isovector meson (ρ ), DM particle (χ) and
Higgs boson

h

can be derived from Eq.

nucleons and excluding

φ

(2.17) of section 2.4.1 (considering only

meson terms) and Eq. (5.1) as

[γ µ (i∂µ − ΣB ) − (Mn − gσB σ −

f Mn
h)]ψB = 0,
v

∂µ ∂ µ σ + m2σ σ = gσB ψ̄B ψB ,
∂µ ω µν + m2ω ω ν = gωB ψ̄B γ ν ψB ,
∂µ ρ

µν

+ m2ρ ρ

ν

= gρB ψ̄B γ ν τB ψB ,

(iγµ ∂ µ − Mχ + yh)χ = 0,
∂µ h∂ µ h + Mh2 h2 = y χ̄χ + f

Mn
ψ̄B ψB ,
v

where masses of DM particle and Higgs particle are denoted by
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Mχ

and

Mh =
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125.09

GeV, respectively.

ΣB = Σ0B + ΣrB

is the vector self energy in which

the rst term contains the usual non-vanishing components of vector mesons i.e.

Σ0B = gωB ω0 + gρB τ3B ρ03 and the second term is called the rearrangement term i.e.
P
0
0
0
ΣrB = B [−gσB
σnsB +gωB
ω0 nB +gρB
τ3B ρ03 nB ] which appears because of the densitydependence of meson-nucleon couplings [101]. Here

τ3B

is the isospin projection of

n, p.

0
gαB
=

∂gαB
where
∂nB

α = σ , ω , ρ and

Due to the density dependence of nucleon-meson

couplings, chemical potential of nucleons takes the form

µB =

p
2
kB
+ Mn∗2 + Σ0B + ΣrB .

In the mean-eld approximation (MFA), elds are replaced by their expectation
values and above equations are simplied as

1
(gσB hψ̄B ψB i),
m2σ
gωB †
gωB
ω0 =
hψB ψB i = 2 (np + nn ),
2
mω
mω
Mn
yhχ̄χi + f v hψ̄B ψB i
,
h0 =
Mh2
gρB
gρB
= 2 hψB† τ3B ψB i =
(np − nn ),
mρ
m2ρ
σ =

ρ03

(iγ µ ∂µ − ΣB − Mn∗ )ψB = 0,
(iγ µ ∂µ − Mχ∗ )χ = 0.

(5.3)

The eective masses of nucleons and dark matter are respectively given as

Mn∗ = Mn − gσB σ −
Mχ∗ = Mχ − yh0 .

f Mn
h0 ,
v
(5.4)

DM
The baryon density (nB ), scalar density (ns ) and dark matter density (ns
)
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are

Z kF
γ
n = hψ ψi =
d3 k,
(2π)3 0
Z kF
γ
Mn∗
p
d3 k,
ns = hψ̄ψi =
(2π)3 0
k 2 + Mn∗2
Z kFDM
Mχ∗
γ
DM
p
ns = hχ̄χi =
d3 k,
(2π)3 0
k 2 + Mχ∗2
†

where

kF

and

kFDM

respectively and
and

ρ

(5.5)

are the Fermi momenta for nucleonic matter and dark matter

γ=2

is the spin degeneracy factor of nucleons. The masses of

σ, ω

mesons are 546.212459, 783.0 and 763.0 MeV, respectively and meson-nucleon

couplings at the saturation density
the density dependent prole for

n0

Mn∗

are given in Table 2.1 [83, 102]. In order to get
and

Mχ∗ ,

Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) should be solved

self consistently. The energy and pressure i.e. EoS is provided by expectation values
of energy-momentum tensor in the static case as

 = hT 00 i

and

P = 31 hT ii i.

The total energy density and pressure for the combined Lagrangian

LB + LDM

are

obtained as

Z kFp
p
1
 = gωB ω0 (np + nn ) + gρB ρ03 (np − nn ) + 2
dkk 2 k 2 + Mn∗2
π 0
Z kFn
Z kFDM
q
p
1
1
2
2
2
∗2
+ 2
dkk k + Mn + 2
dkk k 2 + Mχ∗2
π 0
π 0
1
1
1
1
+ m2σ σ 2 − m2ω ω02 − m2ρ ρ203 + Mh2 h20 ,
2
2
2
2

1
P = 2
3π

Z
0

p
kF

Z kFn
k4
1
k4
dk p
+ 2
dk p
k 2 + Mn∗2 3π 0
k 2 + Mn∗2
Z kFDM
1
k4
+ 2
dk p 2
3π 0
k + Mχ∗2
1
1
1
1
− m2σ σ 2 + m2ω ω02 + m2ρ ρ203 − Mh2 h20 ,
2
2
2
2
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where

nn

and

np

are the neutron and proton number densities and

kFn

and

kFp

are the

corresponding Fermi momenta of neutron and proton respectively. The nuclear matter
inside the neutron star will be charge neutral and
charge neutrality and

β -equilibrium

β -equilibrated.

The conditions of

are given as

np = ne + nµ ,

(5.8)

and

µn = µp + µe ,
µe = µµ ,

respectively. Here, the chemical potentials

µe

(5.9)

and

µµ

are given as

p
ke2 + m2e ,
q
=
kµ2 + m2µ ,

µe =
µµ

(5.10)

whereas the nucleon chemical potentials contain the rearrangement term also because
of density-dependence of couplings as mentioned earlier.

The particle fractions of

neutron, proton, electron and muon will be determined by the self consistent solution
of Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) for a given baryon density. The energy density and pressure
due to the non-interacting leptons are given as

l
Pl

1
=
π2

Z

1
=
3π 2

l
kF

dkk 2

q
k 2 + m2l ,

(5.11)

0

Z
0

l
kF

dk p

k4
.
k 2 + m2l

So the total energy density and pressure of the charge neutral
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star matter are

N M = l + ,

(5.13)

PN M = Pl + P.

(5.14)

In Figure 5.1, we present EoSs for dierent DM masses and Fermi momenta along
with APR and DD2 EoSs. It is evident that for a xed DM-Higgs coupling

y

and

xed DM mass, EoS becomes softer for higher values of DM Fermi momentum and is
the softest for

kFDM = 0.06

GeV for lower to moderate values of density and APR is

the stiest for higher values of density. Moreover, it is inferred from the comparison
of three panels of Figure 5.1 that for xed values of

y

and

kFDM ,

higher values of

DM masses leads to softer EoS. It is important to mention here that for the higher
DM mass

Mχ = 500GeV,

the EoS corresponding to

kFDM = 0.06

becomes softest

among all the cases of DM masses. This sudden softening of EoS for

Mχ = 500GeV

kFDM = 0.06

at

might be due to dominance of dark matter over baryonic matter at

such extreme parameters of DM. Nevertheless all the neutron star congurations for
the dark matter densities considered in this work are stable and will not undergo black
hole formation [196]. For all the EoSs considered in our work, we solve numerically
Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko (TOV) [197] equations of hydrostatic equilibrium to
generate the mass-radius and pressure-radius proles as shown in Figures 5.2-5.3. In
Figure 5.2, the mass-radius prole is plotted for NS masses

1M

,

1.4M

and

2M

.

These plots can be explained the same way as in case of Figure 5.1. Here also the
mass-radius prole for
other combinations of

kFDM = 0.06
kFDM

and

Mχ .

at

Mχ = 500GeV

follows a trend contrary to

In this case the majority of mass contribution

is from DM and hence leading to smaller radius than other cases due to enhanced
gravitational contraction.

Figure 5.3 shows the pressure-radius prole for dierent

NS masses where it is evident that for xed DM mass and NS mass, higher values
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of

kFDM

where

leads to lower pressure except for the case of

kFDM = 0.06

Mχ = 500

and

MN S = 2M

GeV leads to higher pressure in the inner region of the star. This

is because the star becomes more centrally condensed at very high DM mass.

Figure 5.1: Pressure versus energy plots for
GeV (middle panel),

Mχ = 500

Mχ = 50

GeV (Left panel),

Mχ = 200

GeV (right panel) with varying DM Fermi momenta

in each panel [14].

Figure 5.2: Enclosed mass versus radius plots for

1.4M

(middle panel),

MN S = 2.0M

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

MN S =

(right panel) with varying DM mass and Fermi

momentum in each panel [14].
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Figure 5.3:

1.4M

Pressure versus radius plots for

(middle panel),

MN S = 2.0M

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

MN S =

(right panel) with varying DM mass and Fermi

momentum in each panel [14].

5.3 Direct Detection
Dark matter direct detection experiments do not show any signatures of collision
events as of now.

These experiments provide us an upper bound on the elastic

scattering cross-section as a function of dark matter mass. In the present scenario,
there can be an elastic collision between the fermionic dark matter, WIMP, and the
detector nucleus at the quark level by the Higgs exchange. Therefore, the eective
Lagrangian contains the scalar operator

χ̄χq̄q

and can be written as

Le = αq χ̄χq̄q,

where

q

represent the valence quarks and

αq =

y( mvq )

(5.15)



1
m2h


. This scalar operator

contributes to the spin independent (SI) scattering cross-section for the fermionic
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dark matter candidate and can be given by the expression as

(σSI ) =

where

mr =

y 2 f 2 Mn2 m2r
,
4π v 2 Mh4

Mn Mχ
is the reduced mass.
Mn +Mχ

section using Eq.

(5.16)

We calculate the SI scattering cross-

(5.16) and then constrain the parameter

“y”

using the direct

detection experiments in such a way that the calculated scattering cross-section for
dierent dark matter masses are below the experimental bounds.

In the present

scenario, we use XENON-1T [198], PandaX-II [199], LUX [200] and DarkSide-50 [201]
experimental bounds for constraining the parameter
varying the value of the parameter

“y”

“y”.

We have checked that by

in the cooling calculations, no signicant

dierences are found and hence, we accordingly xed

“y”

to be 0.01 and calculate

the corresponding scattering cross-section for three chosen DM masses as tabulated
in Table 5.1.

mχ

y

σSI
cm2

in GeV
50

0.01

−47
1.4115×10

200

0.01

−47
1.4514×10

500

0.01

−47
1.4596×10

Table 5.1: Calculated values of spin independent DM-nucleon scattering cross-section
for three chosen DM masses at xed DM-Higgs coupling

y.

5.4 Cooling Mechanism of Neutron Stars
It is well known that the surface temperature of a neutron star decreases with
time which is the direct indication of cooling.
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In order to calculate the thermal
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evolution of the neutron star, one needs to solve the the energy balance equation for
the neutron star which can be expressed as [202]

dEth
dT
= Cv
= −Lν (T ) − Lγ (Te ) + H(T )
dt
dt
where

Eth

represents the thermal energy content of the star,

and eective temperatures of the star, respectively,
and

H

Cv

T

(5.17)

and

Te

are the internal

is the heat capacity of the core

is the source term which includes dierent heating mechanisms important

in the later stage of neutron star evolution.

In Eq.

neutrino and photon luminosities, respectively.

(5.17),

H(T )

Lν

and

Lγ

denote the

is considered here to be zero.

The photon luminosity is calculated using the Stefan-Boltzmann law [203] as

Lγ = S T 2+4α = 4π σ R2 Te4 .

This relation is obtained using
star and

σ

Te ∝ T 0.5+α (α  1),

where

(5.18)

R

is the radius of the

denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The NSCool code [204] is utilised

in the present work for calculating the neutrino and photon luminosities.

Several

neutrino emitting processes contribute in the cooling of neutron stars [193, 202, 205].
Direct Urca processes and modied Urca processes are the two main neutrino emitting
processes for the cooling. The direct Urca processes are

n → p + e− + ν e ,
p + e− → n + νe .
These are possible in neutron stars only if the proton fraction crosses a critical
threshold. The two processes are fast and the luminosity varies with the temperature
as

Lfν ast ∝ T96

where

T9 = (T /109 )K .

The modied Urca process will become more dominant provided the proton
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fraction is below the threshold. The modied processes are

n + n → n + p + e− + ν e ,
n + p + e− → n + n + νe ,
p + n → p + p + e− + ν e
and

p + p + e − → p + n + νe .

These are slow processes and luminosity varies with the temperature as

Lslow
∝ T98 .
ν

The Cooper pairing of nucleons is the other set of neutrino emitting processes
as given by

n + n → [nn] + ν + ν ,
p + p → [pp] + ν + ν .
These are medium processes where luminosity varies with temperature as

∝
Lmedium
ν

T97 .
There are several other neutrino emitting processes involved in the cooling as
follows

e− + e+ → ν + ν

(electron-positron pair annihilation),

e− → e− + ν + ν

(electron synchrotron),

γ + e− → e− + ν + ν

(photoneutrino emission),

e− + Z → e− + Z + ν + ν
n+n→n+n+ν+ν

(electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung),

(neutron-neutron bremsstrahlung) and
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n+Z →n+Z +ν+ν

(neutron-nucleus bremsstrahlung).

5.5 Calculations and Results
We utilised the NSCool Numerical code for studying cooling of NSs adopting
dierent EoSs like APR, DD2 and DM admixed DD2. We considered dierent neutron
star masses namely 1.0

M

, 1.4

M

and 2.0

M

for the calculations. In case of DM

admixed DD2, we explored the eect of variation of DM mass (50 GeV, 200 GeV
and 500 GeV) and DM Fermi momentum

kFDM

GeV and 0.06 GeV) on the cooling of NSs.

kFDM = 0

(0 GeV, 0.01 GeV, 0.02 GeV, 0.03

It is important to mention here that

GeV means dark matter density is zero but the eective mass of nucleons

will be aected due to non-zero Higgs-nucleon Yukawa coupling (Eq.

(5.1)).

For

demonstrating DM-eect on neutron star cooling we plot the variations of luminosity
with time (Figures 5.4-5.6) and eective temperature with time (Figures 5.7-5.9).
As seen in all these plots, shortly after birth, NS cooling becomes dominated by
neutrino emitting processes as mentioned earlier. When the internal temperature has
suciently dropped in nearly about

104 − 105

year then the cooling is dominated by

photon emission from the NSs surface. In Figures 5.4-5.6, luminosity versus time are
plotted for dierent NS masses and for every NS mass, dierent EoSs are considered.
For lower NS masses, the cooling with DD2 EoS is the fastest and with APR EoS it
is the slowest. Moreover, for xed DM mass, the cooling is faster for higher values
of DM Fermi momentum. But in heavier NSs, the cooling with APR EoS becomes
the fastest which might be due to appearance of extra neutrino emitting channels
and variation due to

kFDM

is the same as previously. For both the medium mass as

well as heavier DM admixed NSs all chosen DM Fermi momenta are considerably
consistent with cooling data of pulsars namely Geminga and PSR B0656+14 but for
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lower mass NS all DM Fermi momenta barely agree with the observations (Geminga,
PSR B0656+14). The eect of

kFDM

on the cooling of heavier NSs becomes more and

more prominent at higher values of DM mass as is evident from the right most panels
of Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Figures 5.7-5.9 are eective temperature versus time proles
and these can be explained in the same way as Figures 5.4-5.6. In Figures 5.10-5.11
for luminosity versus time, DM Fermi momentum is xed and DM mass is varied for
both heavier and lighter NSs. These gures clearly show that the cooling is faster for
higher values of DM mass and in this case also cooling for heavier NSs is fastest with
APR EoS. Figures 5.12-5.13 are eective temperature versus time plots for lighter
and heavier NSs where

kFDM

is xed and DM mass is varied. These Figures can be

explained in the same way as Figures 5.10-5.11. Figure 5.14 (left panel) for luminosity
versus time prole can be explained in the same way as Figures 5.10-5.11 and Figure
5.14 (right panel) for eective temperature versus time prole can be explained in
the same way as Figures 5.12-5.13. In this case (Figures 5.10-5.13), the eect on the
cooling due to varying DM masses becomes more evident for lower mass NSs except
for the case of

kFDM = 0.06

GeV where variation due to DM mass is prominent even

for heavier mass NS (Figure 5.14) which is due to very high DM Fermi momentum.
Moreover, it can be observed from Figures 5.10-5.14 that all chosen DM masses agree
well with the observations (Geminga, PSR B0656+14) in case of medium and heavier
NSs but only lower DM mass agrees with observations (Geminga, PSR B0656+14) in
case of lighter NSs. These observed pulsars might contain dark matter with lower to
moderate masses and lower Fermi momentum. Furthermore, as seen from left most
panels of Figures 5.10-5.13, it is evident that if small mass and super cold NSs are
found in future astronomical cooling observations we can say that heavy WIMPS may
actually exist inside NSs.
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Figure 5.4: Variation of luminosity with time for three dierently chosen NS masses

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

panel) with varying

kFDM

MN S = 1.4M

and xed

(middle panel),

Mχ = 50

MN S = 2.0M

GeV in each panel.

(right

The theoretical

calculations are compared with the astronomical cooling data of three observed
pulsars namely Geminga, PSR B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 shown by dots with
error bars from left to right [14].

Figure 5.5: Same as in Figure 5.4 but for
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Mχ = 200

GeV [14].
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Figure 5.6: Same as in Figure 5.4 but for

Mχ = 500

GeV [14].

Figure 5.7: Variation of eective temperature with time for three dierently chosen
NS masses

2.0M

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

(right panel) with varying

kFDM

MN S = 1.4M

and xed

Mχ = 50

(middle panel),

MN S =

GeV in each panel. The

theoretical calculations are compared with the astronomical cooling data of three
observed pulsars namely Geminga, PSR B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 shown by dots
with error bars from left to right [14].
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Figure 5.8: Same as in Figure 5.7 but for

Mχ = 200

GeV [14]

Figure 5.9: Same as in Figure 5.7 but for

Mχ = 500

GeV [14]
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Figure 5.10: Variation of luminosity with time for three dierently chosen NS masses

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

panel) with varying

Mχ

MN S = 1.4M

and xed

(middle panel),

kFDM = 0.01

MN S = 2.0M

(right

GeV in each panel. The theoretical

calculations are compared with the astronomical cooling data of three observed
pulsars namely Geminga, PSR B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 shown by dots with
error bars from left to right [14].

Figure 5.11: Same as in Figure 5.10 but for
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kFDM = 0.03

GeV [14]
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Figure 5.12: Variation of eective temperature with time for chosen three dierent
NS masses

2.0M

MN S = 1.0M

(Left panel),

(right panel) with varying

Mχ

MN S = 1.4M

and xed

(middle panel),

kFDM = 0.01

MN S =

GeV in each panel. The

theoretical calculations are compared with the astronomical cooling data of three
observed pulsars namely Geminga, PSR B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 shown by dots
with error bars from left to right [14].

DM
Figure 5.13: Same as in Figure 5.12 but forkF
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= 0.03

GeV [14]
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Figure 5.14: Left panel is for luminosity versus time and right panel is for eective
temperature versus time with varying

Mχ

and xed

kFDM = 0.06

GeV in both panels.

The theoretical calculations are compared with the astronomical cooling data of three
observed pulsars namely PSR Geminga, B0656+14 and PSR B1055-52 shown by dots
with error bars from left to right [14].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We have studied the properties of rotating neutron stars using the LORENE
as well as Hartle-Thorne prescription of slowly rotating neutron stars. We adopted
dierent EoSs involving nucleons, hyperons, Bose-Einstein condensate of antikaons
within the framework of RMF models with and without density dependent mesonbaryon couplings. Quarks are described by the eective bag model including quark
interaction and non-local extension of Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model (NJL) model. The
behaviour of moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and their dimensionless counter
parts with gravitational mass and compactness of neutron stars have been investigated
in details.

Furthermore, we have studied the Love number for dierent EoSs.

We

have found that all those quantities are dependent on EoSs. It is also noted that the
tidal Love number approaches a smaller value for large compactness. Similarly, the
quadrupole moment of a rotating neutron star moves closer towards the Kerr value
of a black hole for maximum mass neutron stars.

We have further investigated the relations among dimensionless moment of
inertia, quadrupole moment and tidal deformability parameter.
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Q and I-Love number relations are observed in our calculation for EoSs including
nucleons, hyperons and antikaon condensate as predicted by Yagi and Yunes [12, 62].
However, we have shown for the rst time that the universal relations are violated
for HQ EoSs undergoing a rst order phase transition [9].

We have investigated the constraints on EoS of neutron star matter and
properties of merger components of GW170817. We have exploited a large number
of EoSs involving nucleons, hyperons, and quarks in this study. We have computed
mass-radius relation, tidal deformabilities, moment of inertia and quadrupole moment
of the merger components using the same EoS for both binary components. It is found
that 50% and 90% credible intervals for the mass weighted average tidal deformability
parameter

Λ̄

obtained from gravitational wave analysis of GW170817 allow soft to

moderately sti EoSs. BHBΛφ EoS might be allowed by 90% credible interval whereas
too sti EoS like HS(TM1), HS(TMA) and HQ2 are ruled out. It is also observed
that tidal deformabilities and mass ratio of merger components satisfy
as predicted by other groups [149, 151].

Λ1 /Λ2 ∼ q 6

Next, we have obtained upper bounds on

moments of inertia and quadrupole moments of slowly rotating neutron stars using
the upper limit on the eective tidal deformability parameter
been possible to estimate radii of two merger components

Λ̄ of GW170817.

∼

It has

13 km as masses and

moments of inertia of two merger components are known [13].

We have constructed dark-matter admixed DD2 equation of state and investigated the eect of dark matter mass and Fermi momentum on EoS of neutron
stars.

Dark matter direct detection experiments namely XENON-1T, PandaX-II,

LUX and DarkSide-50 are used to constrain the dark matter-Higgs coupling.

The

cooling of normal NSs has been investigated considering APR and DD2 EoSs whileas
the cooling of DM admixed neutron stars has been explored considering dark-matter
modied DD2 EoS with varying dark matter mass and Fermi momentum for the xed
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DM-Higgs coupling. We have performed our analysis with three neutron star masses
one each from the lighter (1.0

M

), medium (1.4

M

) and heavier (2.0

M

) NSs.

We have demonstrated our results by choosing three dierent DM masses namely 50
GeV, 200 GeV and 500 GeV and dierent Fermi momenta

kFDM

namely 0.01 GeV, 0.02

GeV, 0.03 GeV and 0.06 GeV. The variations of luminosity and temperature of the
above mentioned neutron star masses with time have been investigated and compared
with the astronomical cooling data of three observed pulsars namely PSR B0656+14,
Geminga and PSR B1055-52. It is found that the cooling with APR EoS agrees well
with the pulsar data for lighter and medium mass NSs whereas that of DD2 EoS
agrees well for medium and heavier mass NSs and marginally for low mass NSs. For
the DM modied DD2 EoS, it is found that the results with all chosen DM Fermi
momenta agree well with the observational data in case of medium and heavier NSs,
but for lower mass NS the results with dierent DM Fermi momenta barely agree
with the observations. Furthermore, it is found that our ndings for all chosen DM
masses agree well with the observations in case of medium and heavier NSs but only
the results with lower DM mass agrees well with observations in case of lighter NSs.
The cooling becomes slightly faster as compared to normal NSs when DM masses
and Fermi momenta are increased. It is inferred from the cooling calculations that
if lower mass super cold NSs are observed in future that may support existence of
heavier WIMP inside neutron stars [14].
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